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Abstract

Human-computer interfaces have the potential to support mental health practitioners in alleviating
mental distress. Adaption of this technology in practice is, however, slow. We provide means to
extend the design space of human-computer interfaces for mitigating mental distress. To this
end, we suggest three complementary approaches: using presentation technology, using virtual
environments, and using communication technology to facilitate social interaction. We provide
new evidence that elementary aspects of presentation technology affect the emotional processing of
virtual stimuli, that perception of our environment affects the way we assess our environment, and
that communication technologies affect social bonding between users. By showing how interfaces
modify emotional reactions and facilitate social interaction, we provide converging evidence that
human-computer interfaces can help alleviate mental distress. These findings may advance the
goal of adapting technological means to the requirements of mental health practitioners.
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Chapter 1

Summary

1.1 Research question

Technology has a long history as a catalyst for in-
novations in somatic medicine. Technicians created
machines that drove pharmacological discoveries.
For example, microscopes enabled the detection of
bacteria in 1676, later recognized as causing many
illnesses.176 Technicians also built tools that health
practitioners use to help people in need. Hemodial-
ysis machines support kidney functions in dialysis
and are one example out of many such innovations.
Furthermore, technicians built human-machine in-
terfaces that enable health practitioners to improve
their diagnostic techniques, allowing them to choose
the most effective treatments: Wilhelm Conrad Rönt-
gen, for example, invented a device to examine bone
structures through unimpaired skin in Würzburg in
1895.187 Other technical devices help patients dur-
ing their daily live: for example, brain-computer
interfaces enable paralyzed people to interact with
their environment;62 or mechanical prostheses in-
terpret muscle signals to compensate for physical
disabilities.15

This story of success in somatic medicine, how-
ever, does not generalize to mental health. No mat-
ter how large the benefit of technology for patients
with somatic conditions advanced, we mostly rely
on direct human engagement to alleviate mental
conditions: until today, technology plays a limited
role in treating mental distress. To the contrary:
humanity looks back on a long history of adverse
outcomes in their quest to help people in mental
distress with technological means. Inducing artificial
fevers (awarded with the Nobel Prize in Physiol-
ogy or Medicine in 1927) or severing parts of the
brain (lobotomy, awarded with the Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine in 1949) are two prominent

examples of technological procedures that injured
patients. Even current technical mediated treatments
like electroconvulsive therapy are highly controver-
sial,180 and patients and researchers are increas-
ingly questioning psychopharmacological interven-
tions due to side effects and questionable effective-
ness.56,162 Hence, despite remarkable technological
advances over the last decades, mental health seems
still far beyond the sphere of technological influence.

Nevertheless, some specific technological devel-
opments impact mental distress: the immersive
presentation of fear-related stimuli, known as vir-
tual reality exposure therapy, mitigates specific pho-
bias.160,177,207,208 Furthermore, the ubiquitous acces-
sibility of the world wide web allows people to con-
nect to their loved ones and peers and communicate
with minimal costs across vast distances, for exam-
ple, utilized to provide remote psychotherapy via
video conferencing tools. However, the impact of
technological means on patients’ actual treatments
fastly remains in the research realm. Technological
uptake by practitioners is slow.55,204 This reserva-
tion might indicate that current research findings
match practitioners’ requirements only to a limited
degree.67 Research on the direct effect of technolog-
ical means on crucial constructs for psychotherapy
is scarce. To target mental distress with technolog-
ical devices, we need to focus on the experiences
that alter our emotional states, ideally positively in
the long run. Emotions are direct information about
the relevance and attainment of our current per-
sonal goals. To increase the practical relevance of
research for practitioners, we need to extend the
technological design space to induce emotions. Such
knowledge allows for developing human-computer
interfaces that contribute to mental distress relief. In
this thesis, we work towards extending the design
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space of human-computer interfaces by evaluating
the effect of technological means on emotions with
three complementary approaches: using presenta-
tion technology, using virtual environments, and us-
ing communication technology to facilitate social
interaction. We advance the current state of knowl-
edge on these approaches to influence emotions by
addressing the following research questions: How
do the elementary aspects of presentation technol-
ogy affect the emotional processing of these stimuli?
Knowledge about such processes allows adapting
technological means to the required impact of in-
terventions. How can we modify the perception of
our environment with the use of presentation tech-
nologies? Knowledge about this technology allows
us to design virtual environments in ways that meet
patients’ needs. Finally, how can we use communi-
cation technologies to affect social bonding between
users? Such knowledge helps to leverage the most
critical factor in psychotherapy, the building of sup-
porting relationships.

1.2 Method

We approach the question of how human-computer
interfaces can facilitate emotional experiences from
three directions: First, we ask how the manipulation
of perception qualities themselves affect emotional
reactions to the content of the human-computer in-
terface: Therefore, we first analyzed visual human-
computer interfaces’ most fundamental parameter:
the visual angle they comprise chapter 2. We manip-
ulated the visual angle of a percept and measured
differences in emotional reactions to the displayed
content. We furthermore tested how these reactions
interact with auditory cues. The design-space of
Human-computer interfaces, however, goes beyond
visual and auditory modalities. Therefore, we ana-
lyzed how haptic information interacts with other
modalities in its capacity to influence the emotional
perception of users: in chapter 3 we manipulated the
quality of haptic information and measured its effect
on presence, the sensation of users to be in a virtual
environment while knowing they are using a human-
computer interface. Introducing haptic information
to human-computer interfaces allows us to induce
the sensation to own a virtual body.23 In chapter 4,
we hypothesize that owning a virtual body provides
means to intensify the emotional perception of the
virtual surrounding. We manipulated the sense of
virtual body ownership and analyzed the emotional

reactions to virtual stimuli.
Presence and virtual body ownership are the most

common measures for users’ subjective reactions to
immersive human-computer interfaces. Even though
both constructs are different, they have a theoreti-
cal overlap. In chapter 5, we, therefore, tested the
hypothesis that both measures share a common fac-
tor and hence, to some degree, measure a similar
sensation.

Virtual body ownership is an example of how
profoundly the influence of human-computer inter-
faces on users’ perception can be. We assessed the
boundaries of how multi-modal stimuli might alter
the emotional experience of the virtual environment.
Therefore, in chapter 6, we tested if sensory infor-
mation manipulation can even induce the sensation
that body parts swap.

Social interactions play a crucial role in mitigat-
ing mental distress. Hence, we extended our analysis
of the influence of human-computer interfaces on
emotions beyond single users to their influence in
interacting groups. We ask how human-computer
interfaces facilitate emotional bonding in relation-
ships. Therefore we studied how information trans-
fer can facilitate interpersonal relationships: In an
exploratory study, we observed how knowledge man-
agement affects person-centered dementia care.

In the context of this thesis, we furthermore con-
ducted studies on the manipulation of emotions with
human-computer interfaces, that we report in-depth
in the following references: We analyzed the effect
of avatar realism on emotions.245 We found that per-
sonalized avatars significantly increase body owner-
ship, presence, and dominance compared to generic
avatars. Furthermore, the degree of immersion sig-
nificantly increases virtual body ownership, agency,
and presence. We investigated the effect of personal-
ized avatars on simulated social interactions.126 We
found that realistic avatars were rated more human-
like and increased acceptance. We prototyped tan-
gible items to induce emotional memories in peo-
ple with dementia.139 We analyzed the effects of
gaze directions on avatar-mediated interactions.190

Computer-mediated natural-gaze behavior provided
positives effects on the perception of social inter-
action. We analyzed the effects of social related-
ness on the robot-assisted gait training.104 Our find-
ings support the hypothesis that social relatedness
and autonomy provide critical content features in
computer-mediated gait rehabilitation. Furthermore,
we developed a recommender system for personal
photos to facilitate relationship building with people
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with dementia.72

1.3 Related work

Each study in this thesis builds on literature that we
discuss in the respective chapters. The following
provides an overview of these discussions.

Visual angle modulates affective re-

sponses to audiovisual stimuli

Previous studies on the interaction of emotional re-
actions and visual perspective, which focus on the
content level, have mostly relied on photorealistic
images.36,49,181 They also induce mechanisms of ob-
ject and scene recognition. These mechanisms cause
variations in the size of the stimuli that confound the
observer’s perceived distance and his ability to dis-
criminate the content of the stimuli. In these studies,
the variation of the distance and the ability to dis-
criminate may influence emotional responses to stim-
uli. However, such high-level processes influence the
emotional perception of stimuli. At the same time,
early perceptual information may trigger emotional
responses. Such information may consist of elemen-
tary presentation characteristics of the stimuli, such
as the visual angle of a percept. This visual angle is
already available in the early stages of processing, in-
dependent of high-level object recognition.167,231 We
analyze how this essential feature of visual interfaces
affects emotional perceptions independent of high-
level content processing. Moreover, we integrate
the finding that visual and auditory perception are
also mainly interdependent.33,154,229,241,242 In chap-
ter 2, we analyze how the visual angle of a percept
interacts with the perception of auditory content in
organizing emotional perception.

Congruent visual and haptic feedback in-

creases presence

Current human-computer interfaces mainly transmit
visual and acoustic information. In everyday settings,
however, haptic information provides an additional
modality that can profoundly impact emotions. Hap-
tic information, however, is hard to manipulate dy-
namically and hence is rarely used to induce content
specific emotions. We analyze the potential power
of haptic interfaces to induce emotions. Therefore,
we conducted a study to analyze the effect of haptic

information and the congruence to visual perceptual
qualities on the sense of presence.

Presence provides an essential subjective mea-
sure for the effectiveness of virtual reality sys-
tems.214 There are several theoretical approaches
to define presence, which was introduced by Akin
et al.2 (see Skarbez et al.214 for an overview). How-
ever, the different approaches to presence share the
common understanding that presence describes the
feeling of being physically present in the virtual envi-
ronment. Several approaches propose that presence
directly relates to the congruence of sensory feed-
back to the user’s expectations.168,169,172,205,217 For
example, heat and congruent wind sensations in-
crease presence,54, and congruent haptic feedback
increases fear responses to virtual threats.156

Congruent visual and haptic feedback can even
induce the illusion that a virtual object is part of one’s
body, the illusion of virtual body ownership.23,107 We
assume that the perceived sensation of having a vir-
tual body confounds the impact of haptic information
on presence. In previous studies, where participants
saw a virtual body, congruent haptic feedback in-
creased their sense of presence.87,121 To exclude the
potential confounder of owning a virtual body, in
chapter 3, we studied the effect of haptic feedback
on presence when people did not experience a virtual
body.

Virtual body ownership intensifies the

emotional response to virtual stimuli

The induction of virtual body ownership is a power-
ful means to alter the user’s perception. We hypothe-
size that this illusion alters not only the perception of
one’s body but also the emotional evaluation of the
virtual surroundings. Previous studies showed the
effects of virtual body ownership on a wide range
of cognitive processes. It alters the perceived po-
sition of the real body part when the virtual body
appears displaced.23,130,195 It changes the perceived
size and distance of virtual objects.7,99,132,236–238

It changes the attributes towards the social group
of the virtual body.7,60,61,64,141,174 It increases the
awareness of the virtual body.239 It influences spa-
tial orientation,178 tactile perception,137 and modu-
lates pain.75,145–147,150,165,171 However, we know lit-
tle about the effect of virtual body ownership on the
emotional responses to virtual stimuli. We know
that virtual body ownership modulates fear and
arousal for specific stimuli that threaten the virtual
body.3,34,82,186 However, the question remains how
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the ownership of a virtual body affects general emo-
tional responses that are not directly related to the
virtual body. Therefore, in chapter 4, we evaluated
responses to virtual stimuli in a virtual world while
manipulating the sense of virtual body ownership.

Presence and virtual body ownership

constitute a common factor

Presence and virtual body ownership are the most
prominent constructs to measure the effect of vir-
tual reality interfaces. Both constructs differ in
their ability to capture critical outcome measures.200

Some studies found correlations between presence
and anxiety responses, but only when the arousal
was sufficiently high (see Diemer et al. 53 for an
overview). However, presence does not predict
the outcomes of virtual exposure therapy.53 Some
studies suggest a causal influence of emotions on
presence.24,76,79 Virtual body ownership proved a
higher degree of external validity compared to pres-
ence. Previous studies reported only weak associa-
tions between presence and critical outcome mea-
sures,24,53,76,79,200 whereas virtual body ownership
proved to have a broader influence on the percep-
tion of users.7,60,61,64,99,130,132,174,195,237,238 On the
one hand, they seem to capture different experi-
ences, while both constructs provide indicators for
how users accept virtual stimuli as real while know-
ing they are not. Presence provides this indicator
for the virtual surrounding and virtual body own-
ership for the virtual body within this surrounding.
Even though the virtual surrounding and the virtual
body are different things, they are closely related:
Our body is part of the environment, and we per-
ceive our environment by using our bodies. Hence,
it is not surprising that presence and virtual body
ownership correlate.98,99,245 However, no research
examines both constructs’ causal interdependence to
understand the nature of this correlation. In chap-
ter 4, we support the hypothesis that both constructs,
while weighing different aspects of an experience,
mutually induce each other and, hence, essentially
describe a common underlying construct.

Virtual body ownership can arise for

anatomically implausible body configu-

rations

The illusion to own a virtual body not only can arise
for bodies that resemble one’s own body, but also for

modified bodies. People demonstrated high flexibil-
ity in what they accept as virtual bodies. For example,
people accept displaced,130 translated,23 or scaled
bodies.106,132 Furthermore, people can accept addi-
tional body parts as parts of their bodies80,91,197,221

or partially removed body parts.201 However, in pre-
vious studies, modified body parts are anatomically
plausible: they only expand or reduce to the ex-
isting body. Previous studies have suggested that
virtual body ownership requires anatomical plausi-
bility of the virtual body.107,186 Laterally incongruent
or anatomically misaligned virtual bodies reduced
virtual body ownership. People rejected a virtual
right hand, which was stimulated synchronously
with the left hand.233 People also rejected a vir-
tual foot, which was stimulated synchronously to
the hand.80 However, the integration of visual and
tactile information does not necessarily depend on
anatomical plausibility: lateral confusion of sensory
information occurs, for example, if people see one
of their hands being touched while feeling the touch
on their other hand.173 In chapter 6, we, therefore,
analyze if virtual body ownership can arise for lateral
body swaps.

Self-organizing knowledge management

might improve the quality of person-

centered dementia care

Interpersonal bonding remains the central means to
alter emotions. Hence we assess how we can use
human-computer interfaces to leverage the power
of communication. Therefore, we focus on the ex-
ample of person-centered dementia care. Person-
centered care is a humanistic care approach that
emphasizes relationship building and interpersonal
communication in dementia care. Person-centered
faces economic challenges: Profit maximization in
care facilities reduces administrative support.129 Lim-
ited salaries and training limit the ability of staff
to provide person-centered care.254 A low-cost pol-
icy leads to a reduction in staffing levels, high an-
nual turnover, and burnout rates among nursing
staff.248 Such policies hinder the development of
attitudes, stable relationships between staff and res-
idents, and working methods essential for person-
centered care. The economization of care also pro-
motes fragmentation of care professions35 and insti-
tutions.38 This fragmentation limits the responsibil-
ity for person-centered care to a small group.59 How-
ever, person-centered care includes the entire social
environment of the residents. Cost reductions restrict
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communication between staff and residents, which
often consists of nothing more than instructions.133

Such economic constraints translate to communi-
cation barriers, which are the main factors hinder-
ing person-centered care.115 The fragmentation of
the nursing professions hinders the transfer of infor-
mation. Empathetically addressing residents’ needs
requires knowledge of their history, preferences, rou-
tines, and behavioral patterns.115 The institution-
wide communication of this knowledge is crucial for
person-centered care.115 However, this exchange of
information often does not take place.115 The trans-
fer of knowledge lacks openness, accuracy, punctu-
ality, and systematics.115,203 Existing documentation
systems lack the information that is necessary for
person-centered care.31,94 Accessible information is
often outdated and too time-consuming to read.115

Word-of-mouth techniques often lack consistency,
accuracy, and they do not spread across different
professions.115 Hence in chapter 7, we assess how
human-computer interfaces can organize and trans-
fer knowledge to facilitate person-centered care.

1.4 Results

In chapter 2, we report how the visual angle of a
percept influences emotional responses to audiovi-
sual stimuli. We conducted a 2 ◊ 2 ◊ 3 factorial
repeated-measures experiment with 143 undergrad-
uate students. We showed that visual angle weights
affective relevance of perception modalities indepen-
dent of object representations. Visual angle serves
as an early-stage perceptual feature for organizing
emotional responses. Control of this presentation
layer allows for provoking or avoiding emotional
responses where intended.

In chapter 3, we investigate how haptic feedback
influences the sense of being present in a virtual
environment. We conducted a single-factor repeated-
measures experiment with 56 undergraduate stu-
dents. We showed that congruent visual and haptic
feedback increased presence compared to incongru-
ent feedback and visual feedback alone. This effect
does not require a virtual body. Furthermore, we
provided evidence for the convergent validity and
sensitivity of a one-item mid-immersion presence
measure. Congruent visual and haptic feedback in-
creases the effectiveness of virtual environments.

In chapter 4, we investigate how virtual body
ownership organizes the emotional perception of a
virtual environment. We conducted a single-factor

repeated-measures experiment with 21 undergrad-
uate female students. We showed that virtual body
ownership intensifies emotional responses to virtual
stimuli. The virtual stimuli can be unrelated to the
virtual body, apart from sharing an environment.
Hence, virtual bodies can increase the effectiveness
of human-computer interaction.

In chapter 5, we investigate how presence and
virtual body ownership relate to each other. We
conducted two experiments with 42 undergraduate
students. We show that presence induces virtual
body ownership and that virtual body ownership
induces presence. We conclude that presence and
virtual body ownership constitute a common factor.
A common factor allows applying knowledge about
one construct to the other.

In chapter 6, we investigate how changeable the
perception of one’s own body is. We conducted a
two-factorial repeated-measures experiment with 56
undergraduate students. We showed that virtual
body ownership can arise for a virtual body with
laterally swapped hands. Hence, virtual body own-
ership does not require anatomical plausibility. This
flexibility in self-perception can serve clinical appli-
cations that target body-environment relations.

In chapter 7, we investigate how information
technology can improve person-centered dementia
care quality. We show that self-organizing knowl-
edge management provides a promising tool to im-
prove the quality of person-centered care. It can
reduce communication barriers that impede person-
centered care. Transferring content-maintaining
tasks from caregivers to relatives is beneficial for
both parties. Shared knowledge about situational
features facilitates person-centered interventions.
We provide evidence that computer-supported com-
munication flow can increase the effectiveness of
clinical interventions.

1.5 Conclusions and outlook

We investigated how human-computer interfaces can
increase the effectiveness of mental health interven-
tions. Such knowledge informs the development of
new technologies that support people with mental
burdens. We used two different research approaches
to find answers to this question: experimental re-
search and field studies.

We conducted experiments to investigate how
the presentation of information influences emo-
tions. Emotions are central to mental health inter-
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ventions. We investigated emotional responses to
human-computer interfaces. We showed that an in-
creased visual angle intensifies emotional responses
(chapter 2). Human-computer interfaces enable re-
mote social interaction when real interaction is not
possible. We assume that accepting a virtual envi-
ronment or a virtual body as real facilitates remote
social interaction. We investigated the felt realness of
a virtual environment or body. We showed that con-
gruent visual and haptic feedback increases presence
in a virtual environment (chapter 3). We showed
that virtual body ownership increases emotional re-
sponses to the virtual environment (chapter 4). We
showed that presence and virtual body ownership
constitute a common factor (chapter 5). We showed
that virtual body ownership can arise for anatomi-
cally implausible body configurations (chapter 6). So
the presentation of visual and haptic stimuli modu-
lates the perception of reality. The perceived realness
of stimuli affects emotional responses.

We conducted a field study to investigate how
current interface technology can increase mental
health interventions’ effectiveness. We showed that
self-organizing knowledge management provides a
promising tool to improve person-centered care qual-
ity (chapter 7). Computer-supported communication
flow can increase the effectiveness of clinical inter-
ventions.

Our results support the hypothesis that human-
computer interfaces can increase the effectiveness of
mental health interventions by providing the means
to induce emotions.

Next steps

Visual angle modulates affective responses to au-

diovisual stimuli

In chapter 2, we showed that visual angle affects
the presentation of stimuli independent of object
recognition processes. However, what other qualities
of human-computer interfaces affect emotional re-
sponses, independent of the presented content? We
assume that multisensory stimulus presentation also
intensifies emotional responses, independent of the
content.

Congruent visual and haptic feedback increases

presence

In chapter 3, we showed that people accept being in
a static environment if they can touch it. However,
how do people respond to a dynamic environment

if they transform their shape by applying force? We
can study this question by keeping visual and haptic
feedback constant while participants either feel or
cause a transformation. We hypothesize that causing
a transformation increases emotional responses to
the virtual environment (see Braun et al. 28 for a
related discussion on agency and body ownership).

Presence increases if people get congruent haptic
feedback in addition to visual feedback. So how do
expectations influence the perception of a virtual
environment? We hypothesize that knowledge about
the realness of a virtual environment modulates emo-
tional responses to it.

Virtual body ownership intensifies the emotional

response to virtual stimuli

In chapter 4, we showed that virtual body owner-
ship intensifies emotional responses to virtual stimuli.
However, how do different virtual bodies modulate
this effect? Different bodies induce different emo-
tional reactions. We hypothesize that the perception
of a virtual body modulates the perception of the
environment. Faces represent a body part that links
to one’s identity. We expect that experiencing owner-
ship of different faces140 modulates the perception
of a virtual environment.

Presence and virtual body ownership constitute

a common factor

In chapter 4, we showed that presence and virtual
body ownership share a common factor. However, to
what extent do the effects of virtual body ownership
translate to presence and vice versa? We assume that
presence moderates emotional responses to virtual
stimuli. To test this hypothesis we propose present-
ing images from chapter 4 in the virtual environ-
ments of chapter 3 and assess emotional responses.
If presence and virtual body ownership share a com-
mon factor, how can we define independent mea-
sures for virtual environments’ effectiveness? Such
measures need to predict outcomes that are of inter-
est beyond theoretical considerations: for example,
treatment effects or effects on behavior, attitudes, or
memory.

Virtual body ownership can arise for anatomi-

cally implausible body configurations

In chapter 6, we showed that people do not require
anatomical plausibility to experience virtual body
ownership. However, how does the implausibility
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of a virtual body affect the perception of the virtual
environment? We hypothesize that anatomical im-
plausibility modulates the affective responses to the
environment.

Self-organizing knowledge management might

improve the quality of person-centered demen-

tia care

In chapter 7, we used qualitative research to investi-
gate the effectiveness of human-computer interfaces
in dementia care. However, how can we validate
these findings if larger data sets are available? We
propose using predictive modeling to optimize in-
dividualized computer-supported interventions in
mental health. Statistical interference successfully
guides traditional hypothesis testing. It guides how
we formulate hypotheses, and it defines what knowl-
edge we generate. Statistical interference indicates
if an effect is present in a population. It uses sam-
ples to estimates how populations differ in specific
variables. This approach is efficient when theoretical
considerations guide the collection of data. How-
ever, statistical interference often does not meet the
requirements of clinical practice. Knowledge about
differences between populations often is insufficient
to guide clinical decisions. Such decisions include di-
agnosis, prognosis, and optimal treatment selection.
These decisions often depend on a combination of
patient characteristics. Predictive modeling provides
statistical methods to support such decision-making
processes. Predictive modeling, however, challenges
assumptions about mental health research. First,
the performance of predictive models depends on
large amounts of data. In general, the more diverse
the variables, the better the performance. Second,
predictive models obscure the rules of how to make
a decision. In general, they do not contribute to
generalizable theories. Nevertheless, the results of
predictive models apply to individual clinical deci-

sions. The successful implementation of predictive
modeling in clinical practice consists of four research
stages. First, we need to generate hypotheses about
variables with a predictive value for a given out-
come. Second, we need to assess the feasibility of
data collection. Third, we need to find models with
high prediction performance for the data collected.
Performance evaluation involves validating the mod-
els with independent test cases. Fourth, we need
to demonstrate the clinical efficacy of the model.
The clinical efficacy of a predictive model depends
on the practical demands of practitioners. It is not
equivalent to high performance in controlled test
scenarios.230 We assume that predictive modeling
augments statistical interference about the effective-
ness of human-computer interfaces for mental health
applications.

Conclusion

This thesis provides a means to extend the design
space of human-computer interfaces for mitigating
mental distress. To this end, we suggest three com-
plementary approaches: using presentation technol-
ogy, using virtual environments, and using communi-
cation technology to facilitate social interaction. We
provide new evidence that elementary aspects of pre-
sentation technology affect the emotional processing
of virtual stimuli, that perception of our environment
affects the way we assess our environment, and that
communication technologies affect social bonding
between users. These findings may advance the goal
of adapting technological means to the requirements
of mental health practitioners. We provide converg-
ing evidence that human-computer interfaces can
help alleviate mental distress: interfaces modify emo-
tional reactions; interfaces facilitate social interac-
tion. Both effects can facilitate the work of mental
health practitioners.
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Chapter 2

Visual angle modulates affective

responses to audiovisual stimuli

Abstract

What we see influences our emotions. Technology often mediates the visual content we perceive.
Visual angle is an essential parameter of how we see such content. It operationalizes visible
properties of human-computer interfaces. However, we know little about the content-independent
effect of visual angle on emotional responses to audiovisual stimuli. We show that visual angle
alone affects emotional responses to audiovisual features, independent of object perception. We
conducted a 2 ◊ 2 ◊ 3 factorial repeated-measures experiment with 143 undergraduate students.
We simultaneously presented monochrome rectangles with pure tones and assessed valence,
arousal, and dominance. In the high visual angle condition, arousal increased, valence and
dominance decreased, and lightness modulated arousal. In the low visual angle condition, pitch
modulated arousal, and lightness affected valence. Visual angle weights the affective relevance of
perception modalities independent of spatial representations. Visual angle serves as an early-stage
perceptual feature for organizing emotional responses. Control of this presentation layer allows
for provoking or avoiding emotional response where intended.



2. Visual angle modulates affective responses to audiovisual stimuli

2.1 Introduction

What we see influences and evokes emotions. This
content-based evocation works with single pictures,
e.g., displaying a crying person or a tortured animal,
as well as by stories told as, e.g., in movies. Notably,
this effect does not only occur in response to iconic
or tangible objects or events. For example, color-to-
emotion associations elicit affective responses even
to very simple stimuli.103

Today, what we see is often mediated or even de-
termined by technology. Visual information is central
for graphical displays prominent in current Human-
Computer Interaction paradigms, from 2D Graphical
User Interfaces to Virtual and Augmented Reality. In-
evitably, the graphical information presented in such
displays impacts the affective response of users. For
the design of graphical user interfaces, it is, therefore,
crucial to understand the effect of visual displays on
emotions. Such knowledge allows for preventing un-
intended or eliciting intended emotions. The content
layer surely has affective power (e.g., Lang et al. 125);
however, we know little about the affective power of
the presentation layer.

The presentation layer of graphical displays has
several properties, including display size, resolution,
maximum brightness, color resolution, contrast, and
dynamic range, and field of view. The combination
of size, resolution, and field of view determines the
overall maximum quantity of visual information dis-
played simultaneously. The user-to-display distance
then determines the perceivable information. The
most general measure to operationalize the resulting
quantity of visual information is the visual angle.

The goal of this study is to identify how the vi-
sual angle modulates the emotional responses to
audiovisual content. Previous studies on emotional
responses to visual angle focus on the content layer.
Larger naturalistic stimuli induced increased arousal
and dominance ratings compared to smaller stim-
uli49; they also induced lower heart rates and higher
skin conductance181; as well as increased arousal
ratings and skin conductance.36 Naturalistic stimuli
are more engaging compared to simple stimuli and
hence provide suitable means to study emotional
responses (see De Cesarei et al. 47 for a review).
Natural scenes, however, induce mechanisms of ob-
ject and scene recognition. They induce effects that
might confound the analyses of visual angle: notably,
object size variations and spatial information destiny.
Moreover, general attentional processes differ for

naturalistic and simple stimuli: Observers, for exam-
ple, categorized natural scenes in the near absence
of spatial attention while they failed to distinguish
simple stimuli.63,131 In this study, we address the
emotional effect of visual angle without using photo-
realistic images.

Size variations of naturalistic stimuli confound
the perceived distance of the observer to the stimu-
lus. Size variations also confound the ability of the
observer to differentiate the content of the stimuli.
Both perceived distance and content discrimination,
in turn, affect emotional responses to stimuli. Apart
from these high-level processes, low-level percep-
tual information already starts to initiate emotional
responses. This low-level information is indepen-
dent of presentation properties like color, brightness,
spatial information density, or complexity.100 Early
stages of natural scene recognition are independent
of high-level object recognition.167,231 Regularities
in the appearance of scenes, however, modulate ob-
ject recognition even in early processing stages (see
De Cesarei et al. 47 for a review). The use of such
regularities limits the impact of visual noise, infor-
mation density, or object size. The processing of
regularities in scenes correlates to neural activities
that associate with categorization tasks.45,46 The vi-
sual angle is independent of scene characteristics.
We, hence, assume that the visual angle of a percept
constitutes a visual feature that is available indepen-
dent of object recognition processes. In this study,
we investigate the impact of visual angle while mini-
mizing the impact of object recognition effect, which
might confound emotional responses.

Visual and auditory perception is interdepen-
dent.154 This interdependence affects the process-
ing of emotional stimuli. Visual information influ-
ences the perception of emotional auditory content:
Videos of musical performance, for example, affect
emotional response to musical stimuli.33,229,241,242

Furthermore, visual information intensfies emotional
ratings of congruent auditory content.39 Vice-versa,
auditory-induced emotions affect the emotional per-
ception of visual content.135,144 Hence we hypothe-
size that visual angle not only affects the emotional
responses to visual but also to auditory information.
In the current study, we address how the visual angle
interacts with auditory content perception to orga-
nize emotional responses.

This article reports novel findings on the effect
of visual angle on affective responses to audiovi-
sual content features. We investigated the impact of
visual angle on affective responses to visual and au-
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ditory stimulus features independent of object recog-
nition processes. Visual content features modulated
affective perception only when the visual angle was
high. Auditory content features modulated affective
perception only when the visual angle was low. Our
results indicate that visual information availability
modulates emotional responses on early processing
steps. We suggest that this processing step is inde-
pendent of object recognition processes.

2.1.1 Theoretical background

The importance of a percept for the intentions of the
perceiver shapes her emotional responses.244 The
visual angle is one of the first perceived properties
of such a percept. Previous studies confound the
emotional effect of visual angle with variations in
perceived proximity and information density.

The visual angle is a function of the physical size
of the percept and its distance to the observer. Both
parameters affect the evaluation of the importance of
the percept.227 The cognitive representation of a per-
cept is size-invariant.16,95,116 Hence the size of a per-
cept relates to the physical distance of the observer to
the object.134 Perceivers link changes in percept size
to approaching and receding movements. Approach-
ing movements intensify affective responses com-
pared to receding movements.161 This effect even
holds if participants just imagined changes in stimu-
lus size.42 Participants also represented distal events
in a more abstract, schematic way.69,84,232 Increasing
the perceived physical distance to aversive stimuli
reduces their perceived threat.18,158,249 In line with
this reasoning, increasing the size of photorealistic
images intensifies subjective arousal and dominance
ratings.36,181 Hence this effect of size variation might
be due to perceived proximity instead of visual angle.
In this study, we analyze the effect of visual angle
independent of perceived proximity.

Furthermore, spatial information density may
confound the emotional effects of stimulus size vari-
ation. Previous studies about the effect of stimulus
sizes use naturalistic stimuli (e.g., the International
Affective Picture System125). Size reduction of such
naturalistic stimuli increases spatial information den-
sity: less space displays the same information. This
densification increases the difficulty of discriminat-
ing content.134 Discrimination of content, in turn, is
necessary for a content-specific emotional response.
The variation of spatial information density might ex-
plain the variation of emotional responses to varying
stimulus sizes: De Cesarei and Codispoti 43 reports

that reducing fine-grained details in constant-sized
images modulates emotional response in the same
way as size variation does. Moreover, a temporal
variation of spatial information density might affect
emotional responses, though the empirical results
are incoherent (see De Cesarei and Codispoti 44 for a
review). Hence we assume that information density
confounds emotional responses to the size variation
of naturalistic stimuli.

A fixed visual angle defines two states: inside and
outside the percept. These separated areas inevitably
define a boundary. To operationalize visual angle,
we used monochrome rectangles comprising the min-
imal set of perceptual features: a spatial boundary
defined by contrasting colors. We assume that the
perception of monochrome rectangles of varying size
dissociates the effects of spatial information density
from the visual angle. Monochrome rectangles re-
duce the perceptual features that facilitate object
recognition to a minimum (object shape, surface
details, three-dimensional shading, texture, and ob-
ject coloring).188,226 We assumed that monochrome
rectangles aggravate a three-dimensional object rep-
resentation and consequently, their positioning in
space. Color information seems independent of ob-
ject perception. The recognition of the emotional
scenery information is not affected by color informa-
tion.26,27,37,193

2.1.2 Contribution

We tested the effect of visual angle on the emotional
perception of audiovisual features. Monochrome
color rectangles operationalized visual angle. We
varied visual content features among different light-
ness values of the stimulus color. We operationalized
auditory content features as different pitches of pure
tones. Participants perceived these tones simultane-
ously with the visual stimuli. Participants then rated
their subjective valence, arousal, and dominance
response. We assumed that the visual angle deter-
mines emotional responses, independent of object
recognition processes. Furthermore, we assumed
that the visual angle moderates the emotional ef-
fect of visual and auditory content features. For the
high visual angle condition, we observed that in-
creased arousal decreased valence and dominance
perception, and that visual content features modu-
lated arousal. For the low visual angle condition, we
found that pitch modulated arousal and that light-
ness affected valence. These results indicate that
visual angle weights the emotional relevance of per-
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Figure 2.1: Procedure and stimuli. Participants completed 60 trials in a repeated measures 2 ◊ 2 ◊ 3 factorial design.
Each trial began with the presentation of a fixation cross. Then participants saw a monochrome rectangle and heard a
sound. The rectangle was either small or filled the whole screen. The rectangle had one of five colors, either light or dark.
Participants heard either a pure tone in a high or low pitch or no tone at all. We corrected pitches for equal-loudness.
Afterward, participants reported valence, arousal, and dominance on self-assessment manikin scales.

ception modalities. A higher visual angle increases
responsiveness to visual features and decreases re-
sponsiveness to non-visual features. These findings
inform the design of new human-machine interac-
tion techniques that incorporate visual information
transfer and emotional processing.

2.2 Method

2.2.1 Participants

Undergraduate students (143, 118 women) from an
anonymized university volunteered to participate in
the experiment. All participants provided written in-
formed consent before participation. They received
course credit for participation. All participants re-

ported normal or corrected to normal vision and
normal hearing. We excluded 7 participants from
the analysis for whom technical problems prevented
a correct stimulus presentation. The final sample
size consisted of N = 136 participants (113 women),
with age ranging from 18 to 28 years (M = 20.85,
SD = 1.86). Participants were naive regarding the
hypotheses of the experiment. This study received
ethical approval from the institutional ethics com-
mittee.

2.2.2 Design and procedure

The experiment followed a repeated-measures
2 ◊ 2 ◊ 3 factorial design with the factors visual
angle (low vs high), lightness (low vs high), and
pitch (none vs low vs high). We repeated each of
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these 12 conditions with five hues. Each participant
completed 60 trials in a balanced, randomized or-
der. Trials began with the presentation of a fixation
cross (3 s). Participants then simultaneously saw a
monochrome rectangle and heard no or a pure tone
for 6 s. The rectangle varied in lightness, visual an-
gle, and hue. The pure tone varied in pitch. After a
black display (1 s), participants self-assessed valence,
arousal, and dominance on self-assessment manikin
scales. Participants selected responses with a mouse
and proceeded to the next trial by clicking a button.
We instructed participants to report their emotional
responses to the audio-visual stimulus. Figure 2.1
illustrates the experimental design.

2.2.3 Experimental manipulation

Stimuli consisted of the simultaneous presentation
of a visual and an auditory cue for 6 s. Visual cues
consisted of monochrome rectangles that varied in
size, lightness, and hue. We used an RGB approx-
imation of the Munsell color space to specify the
presented colors. The Munsell color space aims
to represent color in a psychophysically plausible
way119, consisting of three dimensions: value (light
to dark), chroma (gray to colored) and hue (circular
scale). We used the five principal hues red (10R),
yellow (10Y), green (10G), blue (10B), and purple
(10P). For the factor lightness, we used the Munsell
value 7 for the high lightness and 4 for low light-
ness. Chroma was constant at 6. We approximated
the resulting Munsell colors (hue value/chroma)
with the following RGB values (in brackets): 10R
7/6: (225,156,134), 10Y 7/6: (184,177,84), 10G
7/6: (108,191,161), 10B 7/6: (130,192,216), 10P
7/6: (207,167,196), 10R 4/6: (141,78,62), 10Y
4/6: (102,95,6), 10G 4/6: (4,108,83), 10B 4/6:
(34,106,131), and 10P 4/6: (125,86,123). In the
low visual angle condition, the rectangle was 139
mm long and 78 mm high. For the focal viewing dis-
tance of 550 mm, this corresponds to 15¶ horizontal
and 8¶ vertical visual angle. In the high visual angle
condition, the rectangle comprised 930 mm ◊ 523
mm (80¶ ◊ 51¶). In the high pitch condition, we pre-
sented a pure tone at 523.251 Hz (musical note C5)
and 48 dB. In the low pitch condition, we presented
a pure tone at 130.813 Hz (musical note C3) and 65
dB. We corrected the loudness of the high pitch tone
for equal-loudness224 to the low pitch tone by -17 dB.
We obtained the correction value from a small pre-
study (N = 3). It lies within the expected range.224

We assume that the perceived loudness of the two

tones was approximately equal. We sampled both
tones with 48 kHz.

2.2.4 Measures

We used the self-assessment manikin scales25 as
primary outcome measures. ?? depicts the self-
assessment manikin scales. Self-assessment manikin
scales allow non-verbal pictorial assessment of self-
reported affective experience immediately after stim-
ulus presentation. We used self-assessment manikin
scales with five pictures, labeled with a 9-point Lik-
ert scale from 1 (low/negative) to 9 (high/positive).
This measure assumes the conceptualization of emo-
tion as three independent dimensional bipolar fac-
tors: valence, arousal, and dominance.170,192 Va-
lence conceptualizes approach or avoidance tenden-
cies. Arousal conceptualizes the perceived level of
physiological activity. Dominance conceptualizes the
perceived level of control. Before the experiment, we
described the self-assessment manikin scales to the
participants, as proposed by Lang et al. 125 Dimen-
sional self-reports about affective experiences that
are made directly after an emotion-eliciting event
have reasonable validity.151 The validity and reliabil-
ity of the self-assessment manikin scales are reason-
able.25 In general, dominance is considered the least
sensitive scale among the three and seems to cor-
relate positively with valence.25,191,246 We collected
additional questionnaire measures after the experi-
ment, which we did not include in this report.

2.2.5 Apparatus

We used a standard PC for stimulus presentation
and response registration. A 42 in (106.68 cm)
LCD screen (NEC MultiSync V422) displayed visual
stimuli against a black background in a darkened
room. Before the experiment, we color-calibrated
the screen with a colorimeter (Datacolor Spyder 5
ELITE). We presented auditory stimuli with head-
phones (Sennheiser HD 201). During the experi-
ment, a chin rest supported the head of the partic-
ipants. The distance between the eyes of the par-
ticipants and the monitor was 55 cm. Participants
used a mouse to select responses. ?? illustrates the
apparatus.
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Figure 2.4: Interaction plots for significant first-order interaction effects. Dots indicate estimated marginal means of
arousal and valence ratings for low (white) and high visual angle (black) as a function of lightness or pitch levels. Arousal
and valence ratings range from 1 (low/negative) to 9 (high/positive). Along lines, p-values indicate results of pairwise
mean comparisons. Abbreviations: n. s.: not significant (Bonferroni-Holm adjusted), ***: p < .001.

2.2.6 Statistical analysis

Valence, arousal, and dominance ratings consist of
Likert scale data, that approximate interval measure-
ment.22 We aggregated ratings over five hue cate-
gories. For each dependent variable, we then applied
a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)
to analyze for main and first-order interaction effects
of visual angle, lightness, and pitch. When neces-
sary, we Greenhouse-Geisser corrected degrees of
freedom. To achieve a global alpha level of 5%, we
Bonferroni–Holm adjusted the significance thresh-
olds of the 18 ANOVA tests for multiple comparisons.
We report generalized ÷2 (÷2

g) as a measure of effect
size. Post hoc, we pairwise contrasted the levels for
significant interaction effects. We Bonferroni–Holm
adjusted the significance thresholds of the compar-
isons to the 18 a priori tests and the 27 post hoc tests.
We used R179 and the afex package213 to analyze the
data. Data and code for all analyses are available at
[anonymized OSF link].

2.3 Results

We conducted a repeated-measures experiment
with three factors. In each trial, we presented a
monochrome light- or dark-colored rectangle either
covering a low or high visual angle. Simultaneously,
we presented none, a low, or a high pitch tone (cor-
rected for equal-loudness). Afterward, participants
reported subjective valence, dominance, and arousal
ratings. We excluded 7 participants from analysis

due to technical problems during the experiment.
We included all remaining N = 136 participants
(113 women) into the analysis. Each participant
conducted 60 trials. We applied univariate repeated
measures ANOVAs. We Bonferroni–Holm adjusted
the alpha levels of the 18 tests for main and first-
order interaction effects to a global alpha level of
5%. We report generalized ÷2 (÷2

g) as a measure of
effect size.

Visual angle had a significant main effect on
valence (F (1, 135) = 12.55, p < .001, ÷2

g < .01),
arousal (F (1, 135) = 112.93, p < .001, ÷2

g = .05),
and dominance (F (1, 135) = 43.19, p < .001, ÷2

g =
.05). Lightness had a significant main effect on
valence (F (1, 135) = 8.66, p = .004, ÷2

g < .01)
and arousal (F (1, 135) = 18.60, p < .001, ÷2

g <
.01). Pitch had a significant main effect on valence
(F (2, 270) = 80.22, p < .001, ÷2

g = .12), arousal
(F (2, 270) = 167.21, p < .001, ÷2

g = .19), and domi-
nance (F (1.74, 235.10) = 54.41, p < .001, ÷2

g = .07).
Table 2.2 summarizes the estimated marginal means
of significant main effects.

Visual angle and lightness showed a significant
interaction effect on valence (F (1, 135) = 11.67,
p < .001, ÷2

g < .01) and arousal (F (1, 135) = 19.77,
p < .001, ÷2

g < .01). Visual angle and pitch also
showed a significant interaction effect on arousal
(F (2, 270) = 6.73, p = .001, ÷2

g < .01). Table 2.1
summarizes the p and ÷2

g-values of the main and
interaction effects. Figure 2.4 shows two-way inter-
action plots of the significant interactions.

Post hoc, we used pairwise contrasts to compare
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Table 2.1: Main and interaction effects. Summary of p and ÷2
g-values for main and first order interaction effects on

valence, arousal, and dominance ratings. Abbreviations: n. s.: not significant (Bonferroni-Holm adjusted), ***: p < .001.

Valence Arousal Dominance
p ÷2

g p ÷2
g p ÷2

g

Visual angle *** < .01 *** .05 *** .05
Lightness .004 < .01 *** < .01 .039 n. s.
Pitch *** .12 *** .19 *** .07

Visual angle ◊ lightness *** < .01 *** < .01 .253 n. s.
Visual angle ◊ pitch .489 n. s. .001 < .01 .235 n. s.
Lightness ◊ pitch .458 n. s. .682 n. s. .519 n. s.

Table 2.2: Marginal means. Estimated marginal means and standard errors (SE) of significant main effects. All main
effects were significant, except the main effect of lightness on dominance.

Valence Arousal Dominance
Factor Level Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE

Visual angle Low 5.28 0.08 3.94 0.09 5.56 0.10
High 5.07 0.08 4.57 0.10 4.90 0.10

Lightness Low 5.09 0.07 4.16 0.09
High 5.26 0.08 4.36 0.09

Pitch None 5.78 0.08 3.35 0.09 5.77 0.11
Low 4.92 0.08 4.54 0.11 4.98 0.10
High 4.83 0.09 4.88 0.11 4.94 0.10

estimated marginal means for combinations of visual
angle with lightness and pitch levels. We Bonferroni-
Holm adjusted alpha levels of comparisons to a total
number of 45 tests (27 post hoc and 18 ANOVA
tests). Estimated marginal means averaged over
pitch significantly differed pairwise (p < .001) for
arousal; except for the pairing low visual angle and
high lightness compared to low visual angle and
lightness (p = .027). Estimated marginal means
averaged over pitch significantly differed pairwise
(p < .001) for valence; except for the following pair-
ings: high visual angle and lightness compared to
low lightness with high (p = .415) as well as low
visual angle (p = .640); high visual angle and low
lightness compared to low visual angle and lightness
(p = .044). Estimated marginal means averaged over
lightness significantly differed pairwise (p < .001)
for arousal; except for the following pairings: high
visual angle and pitch compared to high visual angle
and low pitch (p = .006); low visual angle and high
pitch compared to high visual angle and low pitch
(p = .023).

2.4 Discussion

We tested the effects of visual angle on emotional re-
sponses to audiovisual stimuli. Stimuli consisted
of minimal spatial features to not induce three-
dimensional object representations. Higher visual
angle increased arousal and decreased valence and
dominance during stimulus exposure. Only in the
high visual angle conditions did visual content fea-
tures (lightness) modulate arousal. Only in the low
visual angle conditions did auditory features (pitch)
modulate arousal, and did lightness affect valence
responses. Arousal indicates the strength of emo-
tions in terms of felt physiological activation.9 These
results indicate that the visual angle weights the
emotional relevance of perception modalities: Vi-
sual features have higher emotional relevance when
the visual angle is high, whereas auditory features
have higher emotional relevance when the visual
angle is low. This processing step does not require
spatial object representations. We conclude that vi-
sual angle serves as an early-stage perceptual feature
for organizing emotional responses to audiovisual
stimuli.

This model extends previous findings that inves-
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tigate the impact of visual angle in the perception of
motivational-relevant spatial objects. Previous stud-
ies used photorealistic stimuli. Photorealistic stimuli
induce higher emotional response when presented
in a large visual angle.36,181 The visual angle of pho-
torealistic stimuli modulates arousal and valence
responses to stimuli content (e.g., erotic couples,
mutilated bodies).36,181 Photorealistic stimuli induce
motivational response patterns (e.g., sexual arousal
or threat). Two factors moderate these responses:
the perceived distance to the stimulus; and the abil-
ity to distinguish the stimuli content. Variation of
visual angle of photorealistic stimuli confounds both.
Visual angle determines object size and spatial infor-
mation density. Our design minimized the effect of
these confounders. Hence we attribute the observed
gate-keeper effect to the visual angle independent of
object recognition processes.

In our study, participants saw the edges of a
smaller or larger rectangle. By definition, a visual
angle separates two different areas: the area that
lies inside the visual angle and the area that lies
outside the visual angle. Edges, in turn, constitute
at least a two-dimensional object. Hence by defini-
tion, it is not possible to fully dissociate visual angle
from object recognition. However, the present study
decreases the impact of object recognition to a mini-
mum. Two-dimensional geometric forms have little
association with characteristics of functionality. The
less realistic, three-dimensional, and graspable an
object appears to be, the less strong its physical af-
fordance is.225 Hence we assume a limited impact of
object recognition on our results.

Dominance ratings in our study differ from stud-
ies that used photorealistic stimuli. Perceiving the
counterpart as dominant in general decreases the
own felt dominance. In line with this assumption,
increased visual angle decreased dominance ratings
in our study. In a previous study, however, partici-
pants reported increased dominance for an increased
visual angle, when they saw photorealistic stimuli.49

Hence we hypothesize that the presence of objects
in the visual percept can invert the effect of visual
angle on dominance. This observation supports the
assumption that object recognition played a minor
role in the presented study. Moreover, it supports the
hypothesis that dominance is a cognitive construal
of affect states.9

The stimuli in our study, in general, elicited
low engagement and neutral feelings (moderate
mean ratings for valence, arousal, and dominance).
This result reflects the use of minimalistic stimuli

(monochrome squares with constant, pure tones)
that have minimal motivational relevance. Naturalis-
tic scenes are more engaging47, but also induce more
complex responses that could contain confounders.
However, the observed effects were present even
when contrasting low engaging stimuli. We hypoth-
esize that amplified effect sizes occur in controlled
settings with higher engaging stimuli.

2.4.1 Design implications for human-

computer interfaces

In this study, we show that the visual angle modu-
lates the emotional responses to audiovisual infor-
mation. Future experiments need to assess how this
effect generalizes to naturalistic applications. We
assume that the observed modulation effect informs
the design of human-computer interfaces as follows.

Sensory Quantity Affects Emotional Response

Our results support the assumption that the degree
of immersion modulates arousal responses to stimuli.
Immersion here refers to the amount of sensory infor-
mation an interface delivers.216 We increased immer-
sion in two ways: first, we increased the visual an-
gle, second we augmented visual with auditive stim-
uli. Both modifications increased arousal responses.
Thus we assume that visual angle and multisensory
augmentation provide means to modulate emotional
responses to media. This result is in line with previ-
ous findings from naturalistic scenarios. For exam-
ple, users reported higher enjoyment, excitement,
and more physical arousal watching movies on large
compared to small screens110,136 Users engage in
more heuristic, affective processing when watching
stimuli on larger screens compared to more system-
atic, cognitive processing when watching stimuli on
small screens.108,109 Video games228 and movies183

are more engaging on large screens. Movies and
pictures with music increase emotional processing
compared to stimuli without music.11,12 Our results
support the assumption that human-computer inter-
faces can make use of visual angle and multisensory
augmentation to control arousal responses. Emo-
tional responses are, for example, relevant if the
interface demands fast decisions or high situational
awareness from the users. Decision support systems
for medical treatments or the surveillance of critical
security systems as in autonomous driving provide
such applications. In such use cases, adaptive control
of visual angle and augmented audio would provide
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means to increase arousal responses if appropriate.
Controlling arousal, in turn, allows modulating fur-
ther attention processes, such as short-term memory
performance.142 Innovations in augmented and vir-
tual reality, for example, as in-car displays, increas-
ingly provide means to timely adapt visual angle
during security-critical scenarios.

While the visual angle modulates engagement,
the visual angle also affects performance on visual
tasks. If users can turn their heads towards a target
stimuli, an increased visual angle increases naviga-
tion and search performance.4 If, however, users
have a fixed center of view, their ability to perform
tasks on their peripheral visual fields is limited (see
Strasburger et al. 222 for a review): For example,
users react slower to peripheral compared to central
stimuli. They also have more difficulties in detecting
patterns and changes in peripherical compared to
central stimuli. Future studies, therefore, need to
investigate how altering the visual angle can help bal-
ance emotional engagement with task performance.

The visual angle modulates the affective process-

ing of visual features

The arousal response to visual content features (here
lightness) only changed significantly if the visual
angle was high. This interaction suggests that the
emotional processing of visual features requires a
sufficiently high visual angle. This finding is consis-
tent with naturalistic studies in which an increase
in screen size intensified responses to arousing36 or
pleasant images.181 Human-computer interfaces can
use this interaction to reduce or amplify emotional
responses to visual content features. For example, a
low visual angel might reduce the adverse emotional
effects of violent content.

The visual angle modulates the affective process-

ing of auditory features

The arousal response to auditory content features
(here pitch) only changed significantly if the visual
angle was low. This interaction suggests that a low
visual angle facilitates the emotional processing of

auditory content features. This finding is in line with
findings, that suggest that auditory attention is in-
versely related to visual engagement: For example,
Cate et al. 32 suggests that auditory cues direct at-
tention to the far peripheral view, away from central
visual cues. Furthermore, auditory cues increase
performance for interfaces with small buttons.30

Human-computer interfaces can use this interaction
to reduce or amplify emotional responses to audi-
tory content features by modulating the visual angle.
For example, medical monitoring tasks can benefit
from an efficient balancing of auditory and visual
information processing (e.g., Klueber et al. 112).

2.4.2 Conclusion

The visual angle defines the total amount of avail-
able visual information. Our results indicate that
visual information availability modulates emotional
responses on early processing steps. High visual in-
formation availability increases emotional response
and increases the relevance of visual content infor-
mation. Low visual information availability increases
the relevance of other modalities. We suggest that
this effect is predominantly independent of object
recognition processes. These findings inform devel-
opments of new human-machine interaction tech-
niques that incorporate visual information transfer
and emotional processing. It seems critical to be
aware of this causal relation for building better in-
terfaces. Control of the presentation layer, i.e., the
quantity of perceivable information by visual angle,
will help avoid unintended emotional responses and
provide a means to provoke emotional effects when
desired.

Publication

This chapter is published in Computers in Human
Behavior.71

Data and code availability

Data and code for all analyses are available at
https://osf.io/ctu4g/.
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Summary

What was the research question?
How does the visual angle of a percept influence emotional responses to audionvisual stimuli?

What was already known about this topic?
The perceived size of objects modulates the emotional responses to these objects.

What did this study add to our knowledge?
Visual angle weights affective relevance of perception modalities independent of object represen-
tations. Visual angle serves as an early-stage perceptual feature for organizing emotional responses.

Why are these findings important?
Control of the visual angle allows for provoking or avoiding emotional response in human-computer
interaction.
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Chapter 3

Congruent visual and haptic feedback

increases presence

Abstract

Interacting with a virtual environment means touching it. Virtual reality systems, however, do
not provide haptic feedback. We investigate the effect of haptic feedback on the sensation to feel
present in a virtual environment. We conducted a single-factor repeated-measures experiment
with 56 undergraduate students. We manipulated the congruency of haptic to visual feedback and
assessed presence. We assessed presence with a single question during the time participants saw
the virtual environment and with two questionnaires after they left the environment. We show that
congruent visual and haptic feedback increases presence compared to incongruent feedback and
compared to visual feedback alone. This effect does not require a virtual body. Furthermore, we
provide evidence for the convergent validity and sensitivity of a one-item mid-immersion presence
measure. We conclude that congruent visual and haptic feeback increases the effectiveness of
virtual environments.



3. Congruent visual and haptic feedback increases presence

3.1 Introduction

Virtual reality systems create the illusion of being
in a virtual world. Presence describes the sensa-
tion of being in a virtual environment despite the
knowledge one is not. Being somewhere, however,
induces the urge to interact with the environment.
People control movements by anticipating the sen-
sory effects of their actions.120 Hence, interacting
with a physical environment means touching it.194

But including haptic feedback in a virtual environ-
ment is challenging. Displays create visual feedback.
Speakers create auditory feedback. But there are
few devices that create haptic feedback. So what
do we lose if we leave haptics out of virtual reality?
We investigate how haptic feedback influences pres-
ence. We assume that haptic feedback increases the
effectiveness of virtual reality systems.

Presence aims to measure the effectiveness of
virtual reality systems.214 Since its introduction by
Akin et al. 2 researchers proposed different theories
and operationalizations of presence (see Skarbez
et al. 214 for a review). The different operationaliza-
tions of presence have one common denominator:
the feeling of being physically present in the virtual
environment.

Some theories assume that people experience
presence if the sensory feedback is congruent with
their expectations.168,169,172,205,217 Heat and wind
sensations that are congruent to virtual environemt
increase presence.54 Congruent haptic feedback in-
creases fear responses to virtual threats.156

People can even experience the illusion of owning
a virtual body if the sensory feedback is congruent
with their expectations. People experience owner-
ship of an artificial hand if they see a pencil stroking
the artificial hand and simultaneously feel strokes
on their hand.23,107 We assume that the perceived
sensation of owning a virtual body affects presence
(chapter 5). If people had a virtual body congruent
haptic feedback increased presence.87,121 We investi-
gate the effect of haptic feedback on presence where
people did not experience ownership of a virtual
body.

The goal of this study is to understand how hap-
tic feedback modulates presence. We conducted a
single-factor repeated-measures experiment with 56
undergraduate students. We manipulated the con-
gruency of haptic to visual feedback and assessed
presence. We assessed presence with a single ques-
tion while participants viewed the virtual environ-

ment, and with two questionnaires after they left the
environment. We show that congruent haptic feed-
back increases presence compared to incongruent
haptic feedback and compared to visual feedback
alone. This effect does not require a virtual body. In
Gall and Latoschik 70 we reported the between-group
results of this study. Furthermore, we provide evi-
dence for the convergent validity and sensitivity of
the one-item mid-immersion presence measure. We
conclude that congruent visual and haptic feedback
increases the effectiveness of virtual environments.

3.2 Method

3.2.1 Participants

Undergraduate students (N = 56; 35 women) from
the University of Würzburg volunteered to partici-
pate in the experiment. The age of the participants
ranged from 18 to 27 years (M = 20.32, SD = 1.71).
All participants provided written informed consent
before participation. They received course credit for
participation. All reported normal or corrected-to-
normal vision and the absence of motor impairments.
Participants were naive regarding the hypotheses of
the experiment. The institutional ethics committee
approved this study.

3.2.2 Design and procedure

The experiment followed a single-factor repeated-
measures design with two levels. We manipulated
the factor congruency of visual and haptic feedback
(congruent vs incongruent). Participants completed
the two conditions in a balanced, randomized order.

Participants sat in front of a table. They wore
a head-mounted display. In each condition, partic-
ipants saw a virtual representation of the table in
front of them. Between the two conditions, we var-
ied the position of the virtual table. In the congruent
condition, the virtual table appeared in the same
position as the real table. In the incongruent con-
dition, the virtual table appeared shifted from the
real table. We instructed the participants to look at
the table for 30 s. Then we asked participants how
present they felt in the virtual environment. After-
ward, we instructed participants to touch the table
with both hands while looking at it for 30 s. Then
we again asked participants how present they felt in
the virtual environment. Participants pointed at a
virtual object, as described in Gall and Latoschik 70.
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Figure 3.1: Procedure and stimuli. The experiment followed a single-factor repeated-measures design with two levels.
Participants saw a virtual representation of the table in front of them for 30 s. We asked participants how present they felt
in the virtual environment. Afterward, they touched the table while looking at it for 30 s. Haptic feedback was either
congruent or incongruent to visual information. In the congruent condition, the virtual table appeared in the same position
as the real table. In the incongruent condition, the virtual table appeared shifted from the real table. We then asked
participants again how present they felt in the virtual environment. Afterward, participants completed two presence
questionnaires.

We, however, do not discuss this task here. Partici-
pants then removed the head-mounted display and
answered presence questionnaires. Between the two
conditions, participants rested for 5 min. Figure 3.1
illustrates the procedure.

3.2.3 Apparatus

Participants wore a head-mounted display (HTC Vive
Headset) during Experiment 1 (Superlux HD330).
They sat in front of a table. A sensor (HTC Vive
controller) tracked the position of the table. An Intel
Xeon E3 3.40 GHz, 16 GB RAM computer with an
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 Ti graphics card rendered
the stereoscopic images at 90 Hz. We implemented

the sensor data integration and visualization of the
virtual environment in the Epic Games Unreal Engine
4.14. Figure 3.2 illustrates the apparatus.

3.2.4 Stimuli

Participants saw a virtual representation of the table.
The virtual table stood on an infinite, empty floor. In
the congruent condition, the virtual table appeared
in the same position as the real table. In the incon-
gruent condition, the virtual table appeared shifted
by 20 cm in the posterior-anterior axis. In this case,
the virtual table was more distant to the viewer than
the real table. A calibration measurement of the sys-
tem showed that the motion-to-photon latency was
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below 40 ms. The threshold for detecting visuomotor
delays is above 100 ms.66,209,210 Figure 3.1 depicts
the virtual stimuli.

Figure 3.2: Apparatus. Participants sat in front of a
table. They wore a head-mounted display. Participants
looked at a virtual representation of the table. Meanwhile,
they touched the real table. A sensor tracked the position
of the table.

3.2.5 Measures

While participants still saw the virtual environ-
ment, we asked a single question to assess presence
twice. Participants answered two presence ques-
tionnaires, after they removed the head-mounted
display: the MEC spatial presence questionnaire243

and the Igroup presence questionnaire.198

Mid-immersion presence question

We assessed presence by asking “To what extent
do you feel present in the virtual environment?”
(adapted from Bouchard et al. 24). Participants an-
swered each question aloud on a scale from 0 (not
at all) to 10 (totally). Before the experiment, we
explained to the participants that “presence is the
subjective impression of really being there in the vir-
tual environment.” There is evidence that brief one-
item presence measurements during immersion are
more sensitive to the subjective feeling of presence
than post-immersive questionnaires.24,68,215 Hendrix
and Barfield 85 confirmed the reliability of a similar

presence assessment. Others showed the ability of
similar measures to detect treatment effects.24,88,113

These results give preliminary evidence of the valid-
ity of one-item mid-immersion measures.

MEC spatial presence questionnaire

The MEC spatial presence questionnaire assumes
that spatial presence depends on a variety of sen-
sations.19,251 We assessed only the sensations that
contribute to spatial presence: attention allocation,
spatial situation model, and self-location, possible
actions.243 Each scale consists of eight items with
five-point Lickert scales from 1 (I do not agree at all)
to 5 (I fully agree). Some studies support the reliabil-
ity and sensitivity of the measure.19,163 Correlations
with other presence measures support the validity of
the MEC spatial presence questionnaire.13,19,163

Igroup presence questionnaire

Schubert et al. 198 used an exploratory factor analysis
on existing presence items to construct the Igroup
presence questionnaire. They argue that three sen-
sations contribute to presence: spatial presence,
involvement, and realness.199 Spatial presence de-
scribes how much participants felt surrounded by
the virtual environment. Involvement describes how
much participants focus on the virtual instead of
their real environment. Realness describes how
much participants judged the virtual environment as
real. One additional item correlates with all three
subscales: general presence. General presence con-
sists of the item “In the computer-generated world I
had a sense of ‘being there’.” Participants answered
on a Lickert scale from -3 (not at all) to 3 (very much).
The other scales consist of four items with seven-
point Lickert scales from -3 (fully disagree or similar)
to 3 (fully agree or similar). A confirmatory factor
analysis supports the validity of the measure.198

3.2.6 Statistical analysis

We used two-tailed paired t-tests to compare pres-
ence ratings between the congruent and incongruent
condition. We used the same tests to compare mid-
immersion presence ratings before and after partici-
pants perceived haptic feedback. We report Cohen’s
d as a measure of effect size. We calculated Pear-
son correlations between one-item mid-immersion
and multi-item post-immersion presence ratings. We
calculated the correlation separately for the environ-
ments with congruent and incongruent visual and
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Figure 3.3: Results. Mean (+ SD) of mid-immersion and questionnaire ratings. The p-values indicate significant results
of Bonferroni-Holm adjusted mean comparisons. Cohen’s d values indicate effect sizes. The mid-immersion presence rating
ranges from 0 (not at all) to 10 (totally). High MEC spatial presence questionnaire and high Igroup presence questionnaire
ratings represent high presence and vice versa. Abbreviations: ***: p < .001, **: p < .01, *: p < .05.

haptic feedback. To achieve a global alpha level of
5%, we Bonferroni-Holm adjusted the significance
thresholds of the 28 tests. We used R 3.5.1179 to
analyze the data.

3.3 Results

Participants looked around in a virtual environment.
After 30 s they also touched a virtual object. The

haptic feedback was either congruent or incongru-
ent to the visual feedback. Participants reported a
significant increase in presence after they perceived
congruent haptic feedback (t(55) = ≠2.77, p = .008,
d = 0.37). Participants also reported a significant de-
crease in presence after they perceived incongruent
haptic feedback (t(55) = 5.94, p < .001, d = 0.79).
Figure 3.3 illustrates the mean comparisons and Ta-
ble 3.1 presents detailed results.
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Table 3.1: Mean comparisons between conditions. Comparison between presence ratings conducted in two different
virtual environments: one with congruent and one with incongruent visual and haptic feedback. Participants answered the
mid-immersion question while they saw the virtual environment. They answered the MEC spatial presence questionnaire
(MEC-SPQ) and the Igroup presence questionnaire (IPQ) after they removed the head-mounted display. Paired t-tests
assessed if means significantly differ. We Bonferroni-Holm adjusted significant thresholds for a total of 28 tests. Cohen’s d
values indicate effect sizes for significant mean differences. Abbreviations: n. s.: not significant, ***: p < .001.

Congruent Incongruent Paired t-test
Measure Mean SD Mean SD t(55) p Cohen’s d

Mid-immersion presence Visual feedback only 6.79 1.71 6.57 1.85 1.45 .153 n. s.
Visual & haptic feedback 7.23 1.82 5.09 2.33 9.38 *** 1.25

MEC-SPQ Attention allocation 3.65 0.40 3.50 0.49 2.59 .012 0.35
Spatial situation model 3.86 0.53 3.56 0.61 5.24 *** 0.70
Self location 3.38 0.72 2.97 0.75 5.65 *** 0.76
Possible actions 3.24 0.52 3.17 0.51 1.57 .123 n. s.

IPQ General presence 0.86 1.37 0.32 1.43 3.66 *** 0.49
Spatial presence 1.02 1.27 0.43 1.37 4.86 *** 0.65
Involvement 0.01 1.15 -0.35 1.14 2.60 .012 0.35
Realness -0.03 0.98 -0.70 1.13 4.83 *** 0.64

We conducted mid-immersion and post-
immersion presence ratings in both environments.
When participants perceived congruent visual and
haptic feedback, they reported higher presence
during exposure in several questionnaire scales;
compared to when they perceived incongruent feed-
back: for spatial situation model, and self-location
in the MEC spatial presence questionnaire; and for
general presence, spatial presence, and realness in
the Igroup presence questionnaire. Figure 3.3 illus-
trates the mean comparisons and Table 3.1 presents
detailed results.

We assessed the convergent validity of the one-
item mid-immersion presence measure. Therefore,
we conducted Pearson correlations between the
one-item mid-immersion and the multi-item post-
immersion presence ratings. Participants reported
these mid-immersion ratings after they perceived vi-
sual and haptic feedback. We assessed correlations
separately for both environments: the one with con-
gruent visual and haptic feedback; and the one with
incongruent visual and haptic feedback. The mid-
immersion presence rating significantly correlated
with all questionnaire scales in both environments.
Table 3.2 presents the detailed results.

3.4 Discussion

Presence describes the sensation of being in a vir-
tual environment, despite the knowledge that one
is not. The goal of this study was to prove that

presence depends on the congruency of visual and
haptic feedback. The sensation to own a virtual body
also depends on the congruency of visual and haptic
feedback. We hypothesize that virtual body own-
ership influences presence (chapter 5). To ensure
that visual and haptic congruency influences pres-
ence without the need for a virtual body, participants
only saw the virtual environment. Congruent haptic
feedback significantly increased presence compared
to visual feedback alone. Incongruent haptic feed-
back significantly decreased presence compared to
visual feedback alone. Participants also reported
significantly higher presence ratings for the environ-
ment with congruent compared to the environment
with incongruent visual and haptic feedback. We
conclude that congruent visual and haptic feedback
increases presence.

We provide evidence for the convergent valid-
ity of a one-item mid-immersion presence measure.
The one-item mid-immersion rating correlated sig-
nificantly with multi-item post-immersion presence
ratings. The one-item measure detected changes
in time and between conditions. This result sup-
ports the sensitivity of the measure. Memory biases
threaten the validity of reports that participants give
after leaving the virtual environment.68,93,235 Mid-
immersion measures monitor presence in time.

Our findings extend previous findings of the ef-
fect of sensory feedback on presence. Dinh et al. 54

showed that congruent sensations of heat and wind
increase presence. Others showed that congruent
haptic feedback increase presence if participants
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Table 3.2: Correlations with the mid-immersion presence item. We provide evidence for the convergent validity of the
one-item mid-immersion presence measure. The table shows Pearson correlations between one-item mid-immersion and
multi-item post-immersion presence ratings (Pearson’s r with p-values, N = 56). Participants answered the mid-immersion
question during exposure to the virtual environment and after they perceived visual and haptic feedback. Participants
answered the questionnaires after exposure to the virtual environment. We correlated the ratings separately for different
virtual environments: one environment with congruent visual and haptic feedback; and one environment with incongruent
visual and haptic. After the Bonferroni-Holm adjustment of significant thresholds, all correlation coefficients differed
significantly from zero. Abbreviations: ***: p < .001, **: p < .01.

Visual & haptic feedback
Questionnaire scales Congruent Incongruent

MEC-SPQ Attention allocation .54 *** .47 ***
Spatial situation model .61 *** .71 ***
Self location .62 *** .70 ***
Possible actions .65 *** .57 ***

IPQ General presence .59 *** .62 ***
Spatial presence .64 *** .69 ***
Involvement .42 ** .36 **
Realness .68 *** .73 ***

have a virtual body.86,87,156,220,252 Our findings sup-
port the hypothesis that the comparison of actual and
predicted sensations modulates presence.172,205,219

Visual feedback generated predictions about haptic
feedback. If haptic feedback matched predictions
presence increased. It, however, decreases if haptic
feedback did not match predictions.

When people feel detached from the world and
feel that the world is unreal, they experience dere-
alization. The intensity of this sensation can vary.90

derealization often serves as a coping strategy for
severe distress.92,240 Presence and derealization de-
scribe the same constructs, but for virtual environ-
ments and the real world. Presence allows investigat-
ing derealization. Seth 205 argues that derealization
arises from failed integration of sensory signals. Our
findings support this hypothesis. Distress might in-

duce a disintegration of sensory input signals that
causes derealization.

We provide evidence for the convergent validity
and sensitivity of a one-item mid-immersion pres-
ence rating. We show that congruent visual and
haptic feedback increases presence compared to in-
congruent feedback and visual feedback alone. Our
results extend previous findings that demonstrate
the impact of multi-sensory information on presence.
People require congruent haptic information to ac-
cept a virtual environment as their real environment.
Hence, visual information alone is not enough to
construct effective virtual environments.

Data and code availability

Data and code for all analyses are available at
https://osf.io/yudzc/.
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Summary

What was the research question?
How does haptic feedback influence the sense of being present in a virtual environment?

What was already known about this topic?
Heat and wind sensations that are congruent to the visual environment increase presence. Congru-
ent visual and haptic feedback increase presence if participants have a virtual body.

What did this study add to our knowledge?
We show that congruent visual and haptic feedback increases presence compared to incongruent
feedback and visual feedback alone. This effect does not require a virtual body. We also provide
evidence for the convergent validity of a one-item mid-immersion presence rating.

Why are these findings important?
Congruent haptic feedback increases the effectiveness of virtual environments. We assume that
congruent multisensory information modulates derealization symptoms.
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Chapter 4

Virtual body ownership intensifies the

emotional response to virtual stimuli

Abstract

Controlling emotional responses is a crucial part of human-computer interaction. We show that
virtual body ownership intensifies the emotional response to virtual stimuli. Owning a virtual body
hence helps organize the perception of the environment. In a single-factor repeated-measures
experiment, we manipulated the degree of virtual body ownership and assessed the emotional
responses to virtual stimuli. We presented emotional stimuli in the same environment as the
virtual body. In the high virtual body ownership condition, participants experienced higher arousal,
dominance, and more intense valence compared to the low virtual body ownership condition.
Virtual body ownership thus intensifies the emotional processing of the virtual environment. This
effect does not require any interaction of the stimuli with the virtual body. This result shows that
artificial bodies can increase the effectiveness of human-computer interaction. The finding informs
the development of applications in psychotherapy, training, and entertainment.
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4.1 Introduction

Human-computer interfaces can provide people with
virtual bodies. People use these virtual bodies to
interact with the virtual environment. Moreover,
some presentation techniques induce the sensation
that the virtual body is one’s own body. We call
this sensation virtual body ownership. People ex-
perience virtual body ownership if felt sensations
seem to originate from the virtual body. For instance,
ownership arises if people see a pencil stroking an
artificial hand and simultaneously feel the strokes
on their hand.23 Virtual body ownership arises from
the combination of multiple senses. Virtual reality
interfaces can provide visual information that con-
tributes to virtual body ownership. The following
factors contribute to the induction of virtual body
ownership (see Kilteni et al. 107 for a review): First,
the shape, texture, and position of the virtual body
seem sufficiently plausible. Second, the virtual body
appears in the same place as their real body. Third,
the virtual body gets touched in the same place and
time as the real body. Fourth, the virtual body moves
synchronously to the real body. The latter induces
agency: the sensation to control an object. We con-
sider agency a dimension of virtual body ownership
(see Braun et al. 28 for a discussion). So if virtual
body ownership occurs, the question is, what effect
does it have on the perceiver?

Previous studies demonstrated effects of virtual
body ownership on cognitive processes. Virtual
body ownership alters the perceived location of
the real body part if the virtual body appears dis-
placed.23,130,195 Virtual body ownership alters the
perceived size and distance of objects.7,99,132,236–238

It alters the attributes towards the social group of the
virtual body.7,60,61,64,141,174 It increases the aware-
ness of the virtual body.239 It affects the spatial
orientation178 and tactile perception.137 It modu-
lates pain.75,145–147,150,165,171 We, however, know lit-
tle about how virtual body ownership influences
emotions. Emotions play a central role in human-
computer interaction (e.g. Brave and Nass 29). They
organize motivation, attention, memory, perfor-
mance, and decision making.

Virtual body ownership modulates anxiety
and arousal for stimuli that threaten the virtual
body.3,34,82,186 The question, however, remains how
virtual body ownership affects general emotional re-
sponses to the virtual environment. Hence, we eval-
uated responses to stimuli not related to the virtual

body. Furthermore, we evaluate responses to posi-
tive and negative valent stimuli to see if responses
generalize across emotional qualities.

The goal of this study is to understand how vir-
tual body ownership modulates emotional responses
to the virtual environment. We show that virtual
body ownership increases the emotional response to
unrelated stimuli in the virtual environment. This
result contributes to the question of how virtual
body ownership organizes the perception of the en-
vironment. We conducted a single-factor repeated-
measures experiment with 21 undergraduate female
students. We manipulated the degree of virtual body
ownership and assessed the emotional responses to
virtual stimuli. We presented emotional stimuli in
the same environment as the virtual body. Stimuli
did not interact with the virtual body. In the high
virtual body ownership condition, participants expe-
rienced higher arousal, dominance and more intense
valence compared to the low virtual body ownership
condition. Virtual body ownership causes a more
intense emotional processing of the virtual environ-
ment. This effect does not require the interaction of
the stimuli with the virtual body apart from sharing
the same environment. We conclude that artificial
bodies increase the effectiveness of human-computer
interaction.

4.2 Method

4.2.1 Participants

Undergraduate female students from the University
of Würzburg volunteered to participate in the ex-
periment. The sample consisted of N = 21 women,
with age ranging from 19 to 30 years (M = 21.62,
SD = 2.80). All participants provided written in-
formed consent before participation. They received
course credit for participation. All reported normal
or corrected-to-normal vision and the absence of mo-
tor impairments. Participants were naive regarding
the hypotheses of the experiment. The institutional
ethics committee approved this study.

4.2.2 Design and procedure

The experiment followed a single-factor repeated-
measures design with two factor levels. We manipu-
lated the factor temporal synchrony of visuotactile
and passive visuomotor stimulation (synchronous
vs asynchronous). Participants completed the two
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Figure 4.1: Procedure and stimuli. Participants completed the synchronous and the asynchronous condition in a
balanced randomized order. In each condition, participants received visuomotor and visuotactile stimulation for 3 min. We
stroked the hands of participants with a ball and rotated their hands. In the synchronous condition, the hand and the
virtual ball moved synchronously to the real hand and real ball. In the asynchronous condition, the virtual objects moved
5 s delayed. Afterward, participants completed 20 trials in each condition. In each trial, participants saw the virtual hand
for 6 s, then an image with the virtual hand for 6 s. Afterward, they completed self-assessment manikin and presence
ratings. After completing both conditions, participants answered a questionnaire to assess if the manipulation worked.
Placeholder image stimulus by Julie Johnson on Unsplash.

conditions in balanced, randomized order.
Participants sat in front of a table. They placed

their right hand on a hand rest and wore a immov-
able head-mounted display with headphones. In the
synchronous and the asynchronous condition partic-
ipants continuously saw a virtual representation of
their right hand.

At the beginning of each condition, the experi-
menter delivered visual-tactile and passive visuomo-
tor stimulation. We alternated between visual-tactile

and passive visuomotor stimulation every 30 s for a
total of 4 min. The experimenter manually delivered
visual-tactile stimulation by stroking the index and
middle finger from the fingertips to the back of the
hand with the styrofoam ball. In the synchronous
condition, the virtual styrofoam ball synchronously
strokes the virtual hand. In the asynchronous condi-
tion, the virtual styrofoam ball moved 5 s delayed.
The experimenter manually delivered passive visuo-
motor stimulation by rotating the hand rest around
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13 degrees. In the synchronous condition, the virtual
hand rotated synchronously. In the asynchronous
condition, the virtual hand rotated 5 s delayed.

After the stimulation period, participants com-
pleted 20 rating trials. In each trial, participants
saw the virtual representation of their right hand for
6 s. Then, participants saw an image from the inter-
national affective picture system on a frontal plane
behind the virtual hand for 6 s. Afterward, partici-
pants self-assessed valence, arousal, and dominance
on self-assessment manikin scales and a one-item
presence scale. The scales appeared behind the vir-
tual hand. Participants used a mouse in their left
hand to select answers and to continue to the next
trial.

Afterward, we conducted mid-immersion one-
item virtual body ownership and agency ratings with
the headphones. Between the two conditions, par-
ticipants rested for 5 min. Figure 4.1 illustrates the
procedure.

Figure 4.2: Apparatus. We presented visual stimuli in
a immovable head-mounted display. Participants placed
their right hands on a hand rest. The experimenter de-
livered visuotactile stimulation with a styrofoam ball at-
tached to a position sensor. The experimenter delivered
visuomotor stimulation by rotating the hand rest. A sen-
sor tracked the position of the hand rest. We presented
Brownian noise in headphones.

4.2.3 Apparatus

During the experiment, the right hand of participants
rested on a hand rest. The hand rest defined static
positions for each finger. The examiner could rotate
the hand rest around the wrist by 13 degrees with-
out touching the participant. A position sensor (HTC
Vive Controller) tracked the rotation angle. The ex-
aminer could stroke the hand of the participant with
a styrofoam ball. The styrofoam ball had a diameter
of 5 cm. A position sensor (HTC Vive Controller)
tracked the position of the styrofoam ball. Partici-
pants looked through an immovable head-mounted
display (HTC Vive Headset). The static field of view
comprised the right hand at a distance of 35 cm.
An Intel i7 4.00 GHz, 16 GB RAM computer with an
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti graphics card rendered
stereoscopic images at 90 Hz. We implemented
sensor data integration, visualization of the virtual
environment, and response registration in the Epic
Games Unreal Engine 4.17. We presented auditive
stimuli with a headphone (Superlux HD330). Fig-
ure 4.2 illustrates the apparatus.

4.2.4 Stimuli

Participants saw a virtual representation of their
right hand. The virtual hand appeared in the same
position as the real hand. During visuotactile stimu-
lation participants also saw a virtual representation
of the styrofoam ball. In the synchronous stimula-
tion condition, the virtual styrofoam ball appeared
in the same position as the real styrofoam ball. In
the synchronous stimulation condition, the virtual
hand rotated analogous to the real hand. In the
asynchronous stimulation condition, we delayed the
movements of the virtual styrofoam ball and the vir-
tual hand by 5 s. To neutralize noises of the tactile
or motoric stimulation, we presented Brownian audi-
tive noise through the headphones at 50 dB during
the visuotactile and visuomotor stimulation. A cal-
ibration measurement of the system showed that
the delay in the synchronous conditions was below
40 ms. The threshold for detecting visuomotor de-
lays is above 100 ms.66,209,210

In each condition, we presented 20 pictures from
the international affective picture system.124 The
pictures appeared on a frontal plane behind the vir-
tual hand. The virtual index finger pointed to the
center of the image. The virtual hand covered a
lower right fraction of the image. So participants
still saw the virtual hand when they looked at the
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image. The 20 images consisted of ten images with
low and ten images with high valence female norm
values. On average the female norm arousal values
of both groups were approximately equal. For the
positive image group, female norm values on a Lik-
ert scale from 1 (negative/low) to 9 (positive/high)
were124: valence M = 7.00, SD = 0.62; arousal
M = 6.79, SD = 0.28; dominance 5.38, SD = 0.34.
For the negative image group, female norm values
on a Likert scale from 1 (negative/low) to 9 (pos-
itive/high) were: valence M = 2.47, SD = 0.43;
arousal M = 6.63, SD = 0.43; dominance 3.10,
SD = 0.71.124 The postive valent image group con-
sisted of the following images (international affective
picture system number with description in brackets):
4525 (attractive male), 4668 (erotic couple), 4698
(erotic couple), 5621 (skydivers), 5629 (hiker), 8001
(basketball player), 8158 (hiker), 8179 (bungee
jumper), 8180 (cliff divers), and 8185 (skydivers).
The negative valent image group consisted of the fol-
lowing images (international affective picture system
number and description in brackets): 9623 (fire),
9600 (ship), 7380 (roach on pizza), 6250,1 (aimed
gun), 6220 (boys with guns), 2811 (gun), 1932
(shark), 1271 (roaches), 1201 (spider), and 1052
(snake). Figure 4.1 depicts the virtual stimuli.

4.2.5 Measures

After each trial participants completed a question-
naire that consisted of self-assessment manikin scales
and a one-item presence scale. The questionnaire
appeared on a frontal plane behind the virtual hand.
The virtual hand did not cover parts of the ques-
tionnaire. We used the self-assessment manikin
scales25 to assess emotional responses in each trial.
Self-assessment manikin scales allow non-verbal pic-
torial assessment of self-reported affective experi-
ence immediately after stimulus presentation. Self-
assessment manikin scales assessed norm values for
international affective picture system images.124 We
used self-assessment manikin scales with five pic-
tures, labeled with a 9-point Likert scale from 1
(low/negative) to 9 (high/positive). This measure
assumes the conceptualization of emotion as three
independent dimensional bipolar factors: valence,
arousal, and dominance.170,192 Valence conceptual-
izes approach or avoidance tendencies. Arousal con-
ceptualizes the perceived level of physiological ac-
tivity. Dominance conceptualizes the perceived level
of control. Before the experiment, we described the
self-assessment manikin scales to the participants, as

proposed by Lang et al. 125 Dimensional self-reports
about affective experiences made directly after an
emotion eliciting event have reasonable validity.151

Validity and reliability of the self-assessment manikin
scales are reasonable.25 Dominance is the least sen-
sitive scale among the three and correlates positively
with valence.25,191,246

Furthermore, we used a visual one-item mid-
immersion presence scale to assess self-reported pres-
ence in each trial, as proposed in Bouchard et al. 24 .
Participants answered the following question on a
scale of 1 (not at all) to 9 (totally): “To what ex-
tent do you feel present in the virtual environment?”
There is evidence that brief one-item presence mea-
sures during immersion are more sensitive to the
subjective feeling of presence than post-immersive
questionnaires.24,68,215 Hendrix and Barfield 85 con-
firmed the reliability of a similar presence rating.
Others showed the ability of this and similar mea-
sures to detect treatment effects24,88,113 gives prelim-
inary evidence of its validity.

At the end of each condition, we assessed vir-
tual body ownership and agency while participants
still saw the virtual hand. We presented auditive
one-item mid-immersion questions through the head-
phones. Participants answered the following ques-
tions out loud on a scale of 0 (not at all) to 10
(totally): “To what extent do you have the feeling
as if the virtual body is your body?” (virtual body
ownership, adapted from101) and “To what extent
do you have the feeling that the virtual body moves
just like you want it to as if it is obeying your will?”
(agency, adapted from101).

4.2.6 Statistical analysis

We used linear mixed models to compare valence,
arousal, dominance, and presence ratings between
the synchronous and the asynchronous stimulation
condition. We modeled participants and stimuli as
additive random effects to account for their interde-
pendence in the repeated measurements. We used
lme410 in R 3.5.1.179 to calculate the model and
lmerTest122 to calculate the p-values. We compared
valence ratings separately for stimuli with high (i.e.,
positive) and low (i.e., negative) norm valence. Pos-
itive and negative valent stimuli modulate the in-
tensity of valence ratings in inverted directions. To
assert if our manipulation worked, we used two-
tailed paired t-tests to compare virtual body owner-
ship and agency ratings between the synchronous
and asynchronous stimulation condition. We calcu-
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Table 4.1: Mean comparisons. Summary of mean comparisons of valence (seprated by positive and negative stimuli),
arousal, and dominance ratings. Abbreviations: CI: confidence interval, SE: standard error, SD: standard deviation,
***: p < .001.

Synchronous Asynchronous
Variable Difference (95 % CI) SE t p Mean (SD) Mean (SD) d

Valence (positive stimuli) 0.33 [0.14, 0.51] 0.09 3.50 *** 5.99 (1.31) 5.66 (1.49) 0.27
Valence (negative stimuli) -0.01 [-0.22, 0.19] 0.10 -0.14 .891 3.98 (1.75) 3.99 (1.57)
Arousal 0.29 [0.10, 0.47] 0.09 3.05 .002 4.83 (1.72) 4.54 (1.73) 0.18
Dominance 0.28 [0.10, 0.47] 0.09 3.02 .003 4.99 (1.74) 4.70 (1.83) 0.19

lated Pearson correlations between presence and the
variables arousal, dominance, positive valence, and
negative valence. To achieve a global alpha level of
5%, we Bonferroni-Holm adjusted the significance
thresholds of the eleven tests for multiple compar-
isons. We report Cohen’s d as a measure of effect
size.

4.3 Results

We examined whether virtual body ownership in-
creases emotional responses to virtual stimuli. There-
fore we manipulated the degree of virtual body own-
ership and assessed responses to emotional stimuli.
Participants completed both conditions, each with
20 independent stimuli. We used self-assessment
manikin scales to assess the emotional response to
stimuli. Furthermore, we assessed presence after
each stimuli. To check if the experimental manipula-
tion works we assessed virtual body ownership and
agency at the end of each condition. As no irregular-
ities arose, we included the subjective ratings of all
21 participants in the repeated measures analysis.

We presented stimuli with high norm arousal and
dominance. In the synchronous stimulation condi-
tion participants reported significantly higher arousal
(p = .002, d = 0.18), and dominance (p = .003,
d = 0.19) compared to the asynchronous stimulation
condition. We presented stimuli with positive and
negative valence. Positive valence translates to high
ratings. Negative valence translates to low ratings.
Positive and negative valence ratings nullify if ana-
lyzed together. Hence, we analyzed valence ratings
separately for stimuli with high (i.e., positive) and
low (i.e., negative) norm valence. For positive valent
stimuli, participants reported significantly higher va-
lence ratings (p < .001, d = 0.27) in the synchronous
compared to the asynchronous stimulation condi-
tion. For negative valent stimuli, participants did

not report significant difference in the synchronous
compared to the asynchronous stimulation condition
(p = .877). Table 4.1 lists the detailed results of
these mean comparisons.

We checked if the intended manipulation of vir-
tual body ownership worked. To this end, we as-
sessed virtual body ownership and agency in each
condition after participants completed the trials. In
the synchronous stimulation condition participants
reported significantly higher virtual body ownership
(t(20) = 6.15, p < .001, d = 1.34) and agency
(t(20) = 8.99, p < .001, d = 1.96) compared to
the asynchronous stimulation condition. Figure 4.3
depicts the mean comparisons.

Paricipants reported higher presence ratings in
the synchronous (M = 4.30, SD = 1.99) com-
pared to the asynchronous condition (M = 3.30,
SD = 1.81, p < .001, d = 0.64). Furthermore,
we correlated trailwise presence and self-assessment
manikin ratings. There was a significant correlation
between presence and arousal (r = .59, n = 840,
p < .001) and between presence and valence ratings
for positive stimuli (r = .41, n = 420, p < .001) and
for negative stimuli (r = ≠.19, n = 420, p < .001).
There was no significant correlation between pres-
ence and dominance ratings (r = .02, n = 840,
p = .597).

4.4 Discussion

Virtual body ownership measures the degree par-
ticipants accept a virtual body as their own. Vir-
tual body ownership affects the way people think
about the environment and themselves. The effect of
human-computer interfaces, however, mainly relies
on emotional processes.29 Nevertheless, the effect
of virtual body ownership on emotions is poorly un-
derstood. The goal of this study was to prove that
virtual body ownership intensifies the emotional per-
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Figure 4.3: Results. Mean (+ SD) of self-assessment manikin and questionnaire ratings. Participants reported significantly
higher valence for positive stimuli, arousal, and dominance when they receive synchronous compared to asynchronous
stimulation. The manipulation check revealed significantly higher virtual body ownership and agency after synchronous
compared to asynchronous stimulation. The p-values indicate significant results of Bonferroni-Holm adjusted mean
comparisons. Cohen’s d values indicate effect sizes. Self-assessment manikin ratings range from 1 (low/negative) to 9
(high/positive). Questionnaire ratings range from 0 (not at all) to 10 (totally). Abbreviations: **: p < .01, ***: p < .001.

ception of the virtual environment. We manipulated
virtual body ownership and assessed the emotional
responses to virtual stimuli. Participants reported
higher arousal, higher dominance, and more intense
valence if virtual body ownership is high. A manipu-
lation check confirmed that the experimental setup
induced virtual body ownership as intended. We
conclude that virtual body ownership modulates the
emotional responses to the virtual environment.

Participants did not report significantly lower va-
lence ratings for negative valent stimuli. Due to
ethical reasons, we presented stimuli with moderate
low valence values. We hypothesize that an effect
of virtual body ownership emerges if stimuli depict
sufficiently adverse content.

Our findings support theories that assume that
emotions express the relevance of stimuli to personal
goals (see Nelissen et al. 164 for a review). Personal
goals relate to one’s own body. Therefore, the pres-
ence of a body in a particular environment increases
the relevance of that environment to one’s goals.
Furthermore, our findings support theories about
the functionality of depersonalization. Deperson-
alization describes a sense of detachment of one’s
own body. This detachment reduces the intensity of

emotions.50,51,211,212 They assume that depersonal-
ization serves as a coping strategy in situations of
severe distress.

4.4.1 Limitations

We used a three-dimensional model to operationalize
emotions. Other operationalizations might diversify
the effect of virtual body ownership on emotions. We
did not present stimuli with low arousal, low domi-
nance, or with neutral arousal, neutral dominance,
or neutral valence. Our results, however, support the
existence of a causal effect of virtual body owner-
ship on emotional responses. Further studies might
qualify and differentiate this effect.

We make no assumptions about cognitive pro-
cesses that moderate the effect of virtual body own-
ership on emotions. Our findings suggest that emo-
tional responses correlate with presence. Presence
describes the sensation of being at the presented vir-
tual environment.214 Similar to virtual body owner-
ship, the coherent multisensory information induces
presence. We hypothesize that presence and virtual
body ownership operationalize a common factor. We
confirm this hypothesis in chapter 5.
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Furthermore, we make no assumptions about
cognitive processes that might confound the effect
of virtual body ownership on emotions. The mis-
match of sensory information in the asynchronous
condition might have distracted participants from
the visual stimuli. This distraction might attenuate
emotional responses. Future studies might test the
potential role of confounding variables. Our results,
however, indicate that matching multisensory infor-
mation increases the emotional response to virtual
stimuli.

In our design, we did not separate the theoreti-
cal concepts of virtual body ownership and agency.
There is an ongoing theoretical discussion about the
interplay of both constructs.28 In virtual reality appli-
cations with virtual bodies, however, both concepts
co-occur.

4.4.2 Implications

Many studies investigate virtual reality for the treat-
ment of psychopathologies. Particularly, virtual re-
ality exposure therapy reduces anxiety in phobic
disorders.67 In psychotherapy, higher activation of
emotions is associated with a positive treatment out-
come (e. g.40,78). Previous clinical studies, however,
omitted a virtual body.67 One reason for this omis-
sion might be that virtual body ownership is sensitive
to mismatches of perceived and expected behavior

of the virtual body. In line with Braun et al. 28 , we
propose to induce virtual body ownership to inten-
sify the emotional response to therapeutic stimuli.
Virtual body ownership might enhance treatment
outcomes of virtual reality interventions.

4.4.3 Conclusion

We provide experimental evidence that virtual body
ownership causes an intensified emotional response
to virtual stimuli. The increase in emotional re-
sponses is essential for many applications in human-
computer interaction. We propose the necessity of
inducing virtual body ownership to increase the ef-
fectiveness of a virtual reality system. Especially
in virtual reality psychotherapy, we assume that a
virtual body enhances treatment outcomes.
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Summary

What was the research question?
How does virtual body ownership organize the emotional perception of a virtual environment?

What was already known about this topic?
Virtual body ownership intensifies fear responses to stimuli that threaten the virtual body.

What did this study add to our knowledge?
Virtual body ownership intensifies emotional responses to virtual stimuli. The virtual stimuli can
be unrelated to the virtual body, apart from sharing a common environment.

Why are these findings important?
Emotional responses are essential for many human-computer interaction use-cases, including
virtual reality psychotherapy. Virtual bodies can increase the effectiveness of human-computer
interaction.
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Chapter 5

Presence and virtual body ownership

constitute a common factor

Abstract

Presence and virtual body ownership are important factors characterizing virtual environments.
Understanding their relationship contributes to the question of how to evaluate and measure
the effectiveness and user experience of virtual reality systems and to predict critical outcomes.
Presence describes to what extent people accept a virtual environment as their real environment.
In contrast, virtual body ownership describes to what extent people accept a virtual body as their
real body. This paper shows that presence and virtual body ownership constitute a common
factor, and their measures operationalize this common factor. We conducted two confirmatory
experiments with 42 undergraduate students. In Experiment 1, we show that presence induces
virtual body ownership. In Experiment 2, we show, in turn, that virtual body ownership induces
presence. To accept a virtual environment as real means to accept a virtual body representation in
that environment as one’s own body and vice versa. Without having a (potentially invisible) body,
one does not accept being in a virtual place. Presence and virtual body ownership measure, hence,
to some degree measure the same experience.
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5.1 Introduction

Presence and virtual body ownership are important
factors in virtual reality research, and they are often
used to characterize prominent qualities of virtual
environments. Presence describes to what extent
people accept a virtual environment as their real
environment. In contrast, virtual body ownership
describes to what extent people accept a virtual body
as their real body. There are theoretical considera-
tions about the relationship between presence and
virtual body ownership. Several measures have been
developed and used to qualify and quantify both
constructs. No experimental studies, however, have
investigated possible interdependencies. We present
two confirmative experiments that prove the mutual
dependence of presence and virtual body ownership.
We conclude that both constructs constitute a com-
mon factor and that according measures operational-
ize this common factor. Hence, presence and virtual
body ownership cannot be treated as independent
factors.

5.1.1 Presence

The motivation to introduce presence in virtual re-
ality research was to measure the effectiveness of
immersive systems.214 The desired outcome of im-
mersive systems is to induce the illusion of phys-
ically being in a place despite understanding that
one is not. Since its introduction by Akin et al. 2

researchers proposed different theories and oper-
ationalizations of presence (see Skarbez et al. 214

for a review). The different operationalizations of
presence have one common denominator: the feel-
ing of physically being at the presented virtual en-
vironment. There is, however, no consensus on a
unified theory or on a tool for measurement. In gen-
eral, researchers measure presence with subjective
rating scales. In this study, we use the most mini-
malistic operationalizations of presence: Bouchard
et al. 24 introduced a one-item subjective rating scale
that is assessed during exposure to the virtual en-
vironment. This item assesses the feeling of being
present in a virtual environment. One-item pres-
ence measures during immersion are more sensitive
than post-immersive questionnaires.24,68,215 Hendrix
and Barfield 85 found sufficient reliability of a sim-
ilar presence rating. Schwind et al. 202 found no
difference in the comparison of presence ratings dur-
ing or after exposure. The sensitivity of presence
to experimental manipulations strengthen its valid-

ity.24,70,88,113,245 Previous presence research, how-
ever, focused mainly on theoretical considerations.
The experimental evidence that presence relates to
critical outcome measures is weak and controver-
sial.200 Some studies found correlations between
presence and fear reactions, but only if arousal was
sufficiently high (see Diemer et al. 53 for a review).
Presence, however, does not relate to outcomes of
virtual exposure therapy.53 Some studies indicate
a causal influence of emotions on presence.24,76,79

They showed that emotions influence presence. They,
however, did not show that presence influences emo-
tions. There is little support for the claim that pres-
ence quantifies the effectiveness of virtual reality
systems.

Similar to virtual body ownership, presence de-
pends on the coherence of multisensory informa-
tion.70 Virtual body ownership is a more successful
measure of the effectiveness of virtual reality sys-
tems. In this study, we experimentally investigate
the hypothesis that presence is associated with vir-
tual body ownership.

5.1.2 Virtual body ownership

The sense of ownership of a body part relies on the
integration of different sensations. The manipula-
tion of such sensations can induce the illusion of
owning a virtual body part. People tend to accept
an artificial hand as their own, if the artificial hand
is stroked synchronously with their hand.23 Virtual
reality systems allow for manipulating the visual
perception of the environment. We use two visual
manipulations that induce virtual body ownership
(see Kilteni et al. 107 for a review): First, people see
an artificial body part with plausible shape, texture,
and anatomical position. Second, people see an ar-
tificial body part in the same place where the real
body part is. A behavioral measure for virtual body
ownership is the proprioceptive drift. Propriocep-
tive drift occurs if people experience ownership of
an artificial body that is in a different position as
the real body. In this case, people misjudge the po-
sition of their real body.23,130 Proprioceptive drift
only occurs if the virtual and the real body parts are
in different places. Moreover, proprioceptive drift
is not a sufficient indicator for virtual body own-
ership.1,185 Even though both measures correlate,
they measure a different effect. Hence, many studies
use custom subjective rating scales to assess virtual
body ownership. There is, however, no commonly
used questionnaire for virtual body ownership. In
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this study, we use a minimalistic operationalization
of virtual body ownership, adapted from Kalckert
and Ehrsson 101: We use a one-item subjective rating
scale during exposure to the virtual environment.

In contrast to presence, there are several stud-
ies that support the external validity of virtual body
ownership. Virtual body ownership has perceptual
and behavioral correlates. Virtual body ownership al-
ters the perceived location of the real body part if the
virtual body appears displaced.23,130,195 It alters the
perceived size and distance of objects.7,99,132,236–238

It alters the attributes towards the social group of the
virtual body.7,60,61,64,141,174 It increases the aware-
ness of the virtual body.239 It affects the spatial
orientation178 and tactile perception.137 It affects
the effectivness of brain-computer interfaces.97 It
modulates pain.75,145–147,150,165,171 It modulates anx-
iety and arousal for stimuli that threaten the virtual
body.3,34,82,186

5.1.3 Problem statement

Presence and virtual body ownership aim both to
measure the effectiveness of virtual reality stimuli.
They conceptualize the degree to which we accept
visual stimuli as real. In theory, both concepts are
related: Our body is part of the environment that
we perceive. We perceive our environment because
it interacts with our bodies. Presence and virtual
body ownership correlate (chapter 4).98,99,245 There
is, however, no empirical model that describes the
origin of this correlation. There is also no research
that assesses the causal interdependence of both con-
structs. We assume that both constructs, to some
degree, describe the same experience.

5.1.4 Contribution

We show that presence and virtual body ownership
constitute a common factor. We show a recipro-
cal effect of presence and virtual body ownership:
one construct induces the other. We conducted two
confirmatory experiments with 42 undergraduate
students. In Experiment 1, we manipulated presence
and induced virtual body ownership. Participants
reported significantly higher virtual body ownership
in the high presence condition, compared to the low
presence condition. In Experiment 2, we manipu-
lated virtual body ownership and induced presence.
Participants reported significantly higher presence in
the high virtual body ownership condition, compared
to the low virtual body ownership condition.

5.2 Common materials and

methods of Experiments 1

and 2

5.2.1 Participants

Undergraduate students (N = 42, 33 women) of an
anonymized University voluntarily participated in
Experiment 1 and 2. All participants participated
in both experiments. We conducted Experiment 2
directly after Experiment 1. The participants rested
15 min between the two experiments. The age
of the participants was between 19 and 29 years
(M = 21.57, SD = 2.13). All participants provided
written informed consent before participating. They
received course credit for participation. All reported
normal or corrected-to-normal vision and the ab-
sence of motor impairments. Participants were naive
regarding the hypotheses of the experiments. The in-
stitutional ethics committee approved Experiment 1
and 2.

5.2.2 Display and sound

In both experiments, participants wore a head-
mounted display (HTC Vive Headset) and head-
phones (Superlux HD330). An Intel i7 4.00 GHz,
16 GB RAM computer with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080 Ti graphics card rendered the stereoscopic im-
ages at 90 Hz. We implemented the sensor data
integration and visualization of the virtual environ-
ment in the Epic Games Unreal Engine 4.17.

To neutralize noises, we presented Brownian au-
ditive noise through the headphones at 50 dB. A
calibration measurement of the system showed that
the motion-to-photon latency was below 40 ms. The
threshold for detecting visuomotor delays is above
100 ms.66,209,210

5.2.3 Statistical analysis

We used two-tailed paired t-tests to compare pres-
ence and virtual body ownership ratings between
the conditions. To achieve a global alpha level of
5%, we Bonferroni-Holm adjusted the significance
thresholds of the three tests in Experiment 1 and 2.
We report Cohen’s d as a measure of effect size. We
used R 3.5.1179 to analyze the data. Data and code
for all analyses are available at [anonymized OSF
link].
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Figure 5.1: Experiment 1 Procedure and Stimuli. Experiment 1 followed a single-factor repeated-measures design
with two levels. Participants saw the virtual representation of the table in front of them. They touched the table with
their left hands for 30 s. To modulate presence, participants experienced either congruent or incongruent to visual and
haptic information. In the congruent condition, the virtual table appeared in the same position as the real table. In
the incongruent condition, the virtual table appeared displaced to the real table. Afterward, participants saw a virtual
representation of their right hand for 20 s. Then, we assessed virtual body ownership and presence.

5.3 Experiment 1: The effect

of presence on virtual body

ownership

In Experiment 1, we show that presence induces vir-
tual body ownership. We manipulated the degree
of presence and assessed how participants accept a
virtual body as their own. First, participants perceive
visual and haptic feedback from a virtual environ-

ment. To manipulate presence, we provided haptic
information that was either congruent or incongru-
ent to visual information. As intended, participants
experienced high presence if visual and haptic in-
formation was congruent and low presence if the
information was incongruent. In both conditions,
participants then perceived a virtual body. Partici-
pants reported higher virtual body ownership in the
congruent compared to the incongruent condition.
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Figure 5.3: Experiment 2 Procedure and Stimuli. Experiment 2 followed a single-factor repeated-measures design
with two levels. Participants focused on a virtual representation of a styrofoam ball. To modulate virtual body ownership,
participants either saw a virtual hand in the place of their real hand or saw an empty space. The experimenter induced a
visuotactile interaction with the environment by touching the hand with a real styrofoam ball. The virtual ball moved
synchronously with the real ball. Then, we assessed presence.

5.3.1 Method

Design and procedure

Experiment 1 followed a single-factor repeated-
measures design with two levels. We manipulated
the factor congruency of visual and haptic feedback
(congruent vs incongruent). Participants completed
the two conditions in a balanced, randomized order.

Participants sat in a swivel chair between two
adjacent tables. They placed their right hand on a
hand rest. Then they rotated to the table on their
left. Participants wore a head-mounted display and
headphones. The left hand was invisible, and the
right hand was out of view.

In each condition, participants first only saw a
virtual representation of the table in front of them.
Between the two conditions, we varied the position
of the virtual table. In the congruent condition, the
virtual table appeared in the same position as the real
table. In the incongruent condition, the virtual table
appeared displaced to the real table. We instructed
the participants to explore the left half of the table by
looking and touching for 30 s with only their free left
hand it. During this first phase, participants did not

see any virtual body: their left hand was invisible,
and the right hand was on the hand rest, out of view.
They only saw the virtual table. The congruency of
visual and haptic information modulates presence.70

Afterward, we instructed the participants to place
their left hand on their lap and to look at their static
right hand. Now participants saw a virtual repre-
sentation of their static right hand for the first time.
The virtual hand was in the same position as their
real hand The examiner manually locked the head-
mounted display to an immovable holder. We in-
structed participants to look at the virtual hand for
20 s. Then we conducted mid-immersion one-item
presence and virtual body ownership ratings. We
presented the instructions and questions through the
headphones. Between the two conditions (congruent
vs incongruent virtual table position), participants
rested for 5 min. Figure 5.1 illustrates the procedure.

Apparatus

Participants wore a head-mounted display and head-
phones during Experiment 1. They sat in a swivel
chair between two adjacent tables. The right hand
of participants rested on a hand rest. The hand rest
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defined static positions for each finger of the right
hand. Participants could move their left hand freely.
During the procedure, the experimenter locked the
head-mounted display to a holder. In this position,
the participants looked towards their right hand at
a distance of 35 cm. A sensor (HTC Vive controller)
tracked the position of the hand rest and the tables.
?? illustrates the apparatus.

Stimuli

The virtual table stood on an infinite, empty floor. In
the congruent condition, the virtual table appeared
in the same position as the real table. In the incon-
gruent condition, the virtual table appeared shifted
away by 20 cm in the posterior-anterior axis. The vir-
tual right hand appeared in the same position as the
real right hand; the left hand was invisible. Visual
exposure to a realistic spatially coincident virtual
body induces virtual body ownership.149 Figure 5.1
depicts the virtual stimuli.

Measures

We assessed virtual body ownership by asking, “To
what extent do you have the feeling that the virtual
body is your body?” (adapted from Kalckert and
Ehrsson 101). To check if the manipulation worked,
we assessed presence by asking “To what extent
do you feel present in the virtual environment?”
(adapted from Bouchard et al. 24). Participants an-
swered each question aloud on a scale from 0 (not
at all) to 10 (totally). Before Experiment 1, we ex-
plained to the participants that “presence is the sub-
jective impression of really being there in the virtual
environment.” There is evidence that brief one-item
presence measurements during immersion are more
sensitive to the subjective feeling of presence than
post-immersive questionnaires.24,68,215 Hendrix and
Barfield 85 confirmed the reliability of a similar pres-
ence assessment. Others showed the ability of similar
measures to detect treatment effects.24,88,113 These
results give preliminary support for the validity of
one-item mid-immersion measures.

5.3.2 Results

To examine whether presence induces virtual body
ownership, we manipulated the degree of presence
and presented a stimulus to induce virtual body own-
ership. We manipulated presence by presenting con-
gruent or incongruent visual and haptic feedback.

We used a one-item mid-immersion question to as-
sess virtual body ownership. To check if the manipu-
lation worked, we used a one-item mid-immersion
question to assess presence. As no irregularities
arose, we included the subjective ratings of all 42
participants in the repeated measures analysis.

Participants reported significantly higher pres-
ence in the congruent (M = 5.98, SD = 2.02),
compared to the incongruent condition (M = 4.52,
SD = 2.00; t(41) = 5.84, p < .001, d = 0.90).
Hence, the manipulation worked. As expected,
participants also reported significantly higher vir-
tual body ownership in the congruent (M = 5.62,
SD = 2.08), compared to the incongruent condi-
tion (M = 4.52, SD = 1.95; t(41) = 5.61, p < .001,
d = 0.87). Both comparisons revealed large effect
sizes. Figure 5.5 depicts the mean comparisons.

5.3.3 Discussion

We investigated the effect of presence on virtual body
ownership. We manipulated presence. In the high
presence condition, participants perceived congruent
visual and haptic information. In the low presence
condition, they received incongruent information.
Subsequently, participants saw a virtual representa-
tion of one hand colocated to their real hand. In the
high presence condition, participants experienced
higher virtual body ownership. We conclude that
presence induces virtual body ownership. In Experi-
ment 2, we prove the inverse.

5.4 Experiment 2: The effect of

virtual body ownership on

presence

In Experiment 2, we show that virtual body owner-
ship induces presence. We manipulated the visibility
of a virtual hand. In one condition, participants saw
a virtual hand in the place of their real hand. In the
other condition, participants saw an empty space in
the place of their real hand. People can experience
ownership of a volume of empty space.81,82 An in-
visible virtual body, however, induces less ownership
compared to a visible body.147 We applied multisen-
sory interaction with the environment to generate a
situation in which people experience high levels of
presence.70

We applied the same visuotactile interaction with
the virtual environment in both conditions: partic-
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ipants saw and felt the touches of a moving ball.
We finally assessed presence. Presence was higher
if participants saw a virtual compared to no hand.
We conclude that virtual body ownership induces
presence.

5.4.1 Methods

Design and procedure

Experiment 2 followed a single-factor repeated-
measures design with two levels. We manipulated
the visibility of a virtual hand (visible hand vs invisi-
ble hand). In the visible hand condition, the partici-
pants saw a virtual representation of their right hand.
In the invisible hand condition, the participants saw
an empty space in place of their right hand. The par-
ticipants completed both conditions in a balanced,
randomized order.

Participants sat in front of the table. They placed
their right hand on a hand rest and wore an immov-
able head-mounted display with headphones. Only
in the visible hand condition, participants saw the
virtual representation of their right hand. All partic-
ipants saw a virtual representation of a styrofoam
ball. We instructed the participants to focus on the
virtual styrofoam ball. The participants perceived
visuotactile stimulation for 60 s. The experimenter
used a styrofoam ball to stroke the index and middle
finger form the fingertips to the back of the hand.
The virtual styrofoam ball moved synchronously to
the real styrofoam ball. Afterward, we conducted a
mid-immersion one-item presence rating. Figure 5.3
illustrates the procedure.

Apparatus

The right hand of participants rested on a hand rest.
The hand rest defined fixed positions for each fin-
ger. Participants looked through an immovable head-
mounted display and wore headphones. The static
field of view comprised the right hand at a distance
of 35 cm. The examiner stroked the hand of the
participant with a styrofoam ball. The styrofoam
ball had a diameter of 5 cm. A position sensor (HTC
Vive handheld controller) tracked the position of the
styrofoam ball. ?? illustrates the apparatus.

Stimuli

Participants saw a virtual representation of the styro-
foam ball in front of a black background. The virtual

styrofoam ball appeared in the same position as the
real styrofoam ball. Only in the visible hand con-
dition, participants saw a virtual representation of
their right hand. The virtual right hand appeared in
the same position as the real right hand. Figure 5.3
depicts the virtual stimuli.

Measures

We assessed the same one-item mid-immersion pres-
ence rating as in Experiment 1 with headphones.
Participants answered the following question out
loud on a scale of 0 (not at all) to 10 (totally): “To
what extent do you feel present in the virtual envi-
ronment?” (adapted from Bouchard et al. 24)

5.4.2 Results

To examine whether virtual body ownership induces
presence, we manipulated the degree of virtual body
ownership and presented visuotactile stimuli to gen-
erate sufficiently high degrees of presence. We ma-
nipulated virtual body ownership by altering the
visibility of a virtual hand. We used a one-item mid-
immersion question to assess presence. As no irregu-
larities arose, we included the subjective ratings of
all 42 participants in the repeated measures analy-
sis. As expected, participants reported significantly
higher presence (t(41) = 9.63, p < .001, d = 1.49) in
the visible hand condition (M = 6.81, SD = 1.85)
compared to the invisible hand condition (M = 4.00,
SD = 2.14). The effect size was large. Figure 5.5
depicts the mean comparison.

5.4.3 Discussion

We investigated the effect of virtual body ownership
on presence. We manipulated virtual body owner-
ship. In the high virtual body ownership condition,
participants saw a virtual hand colocated to their
real hand. In the low virtual body ownership condi-
tion, participants saw empty space in place of their
real hand. In both conditions, participants inter-
acted with the same virtual environment. Partici-
pants perceived visual and tactile information of the
environment. Subsequently, participants reported
higher presence if they saw a virtual representation
of their hand compared to no hand. Seeing a colo-
cated virtual hand is sufficient to induce virtual body
ownership. We conclude that virtual body ownership
induces presence.
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Figure 5.5: Results of Experiment 1 and 2. Mean (+ SD) of mid-immersion ratings for Experiment 1 (left) and
Experiment 2 (right). In Experiment 1, participants reported significantly higher virtual body ownership if they received
congruent visual and haptic feedback, compared to incongruent feedback. In this case, participants also reported signifi-
cantly higher presence. The manipulation of presence, hence, worked. We conclude that presence induces virtual body
ownership. In Experiment 2, we assessed presence visuotactile interaction with the environment. Participants reported
significantly higher presence if they saw a visible hand, compared to when they just saw an empty space. We conclude
that virtual body ownership induces presence. The p-values indicate significant results of Bonferroni-Holm adjusted mean
comparisons. Cohen’s d values indicate effect sizes. Mid-immersion ratings range from 0 (not at all) to 10 (totally).
Abbreviation: ***: p < .001.

These results are consistent with Schwind et
al..201 They showed that the anatomical plausibility
of a virtual body modulates presence. Anatomical
plausibility, in turn, modulates virtual body owner-
ship.

Presence measures how people perceive a virtual
environment. Our results are consistent with studies
that show the influence of virtual body ownership
on the perception of the environment: Virtual body
ownership alters the perceived size of virtual ob-
jects7,99,132,238, even if the virtual body is outside the
field of view236 or invisible.237 Virtual body owner-
ship, furthermore, increases the fear of stimuli that
threaten the virtual body.3,34,82,186

Limitations

Virtual body ownership might only cause presence if
tactile information is available. Presence and virtual
body ownership, however, correlate even if people

only see the virtual environment.245 We, therefore,
assume that virtual body ownership also induces
presence if people only see a virtual environment.

Visual richness might confound our results.
There are mixed results on whether visual richness
does79,123,219,247 or does not54,128,138,143,255 modu-
late presence. In our study, participants received
more visual information when they saw a virtual
hand compared to no hand. The environment out-
side the boundaries of the body, however, was con-
stant in both conditions. Future studies might ex-
clude the potential confounding effects of visual
information. Therefore, future studies might use
purely cognitive interventions to manipulate virtual
body ownership.
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5.5 General discussion

We tested the mutual dependence of presence and
virtual body ownership. Presence describes to what
extent people accept a virtual environment as real.
Virtual body ownership describes to what extent peo-
ple accept a virtual body as their own. In Experi-
ment 1, we show that presence induces virtual body
ownership. In Experiment 2, we show, in turn, that
virtual body ownership induces presence. We con-
clude that presence and virtual body ownership con-
stitute a common factor and that according measures
operationalize this common factor. A common factor
allows applying knowledge about one construct to
the other.

This finding supports theories that suggest an
interdependence of presence and virtual body own-
ership. Riva et al. 184 assume a direct connection of
presence and body ownership: using a body locates
people in the place where they act; being somewhere
includes possible actions in one’s perception of a
body. Biocca 17 suggests that whenever people use
head movements to alter what they see, they not
only experience presence but also become aware of
their bodies.

The interdependence of presence and virtual
body ownership is consistent with their definitions.
To “feel present in the virtual environment” implies
to be a person in this place. To be a person implies
having a body. To feel, in turn, that a “virtual body is
your body” implies that the own body is the virtual
body. The body defines one’s location. Hence, pres-
ence and virtual body ownership by definition imply
each other.

Presence induces virtual body ownership. So, if
people feel present and see an empty space instead of
a body, then they do not assume to be bodiless. They,
however, assume to have an invisible body. An invisi-
ble body that continuously generates a user-centered
first-person perspective congruent with ones’ head
movements.

People in the same way experience ownership of
an invisible body if they receive visuotactile stimu-
lation without a virtual body.81,82 The absence of a
virtual body, hence, limits the experience of presence
to the degree to which people feel present inside an
invisible body.

Expectations predict sensations.168,169 The
matching of expectations and sensations influ-
ences both, virtual body ownership23 and pres-
ence.70,194,206,217 Expectations about the sensory con-

sequences of motor actions, moreover, guide body
movements.120 People, hence, require a joint rep-
resentation of the body and the environment. If
sensory consequences, however, do not match expec-
tations, this joint representation needs recalibration.
Our common factor model suggests that recalibra-
tion affects the representation of both: body and
environment.

The usefulness of presence in predicting critical
outcomes is controversial. Only limited evidence
indicates a relationship between presence and criti-
cal outcome measures, like emotional responses to
virtual stimuli.200 In this study, we, moreover, show
that presence shares a common factor with virtual
body ownership. Hence, the assertion that presence
uniquely captures the desired outcomes of a virtual
reality system, therefore, seems debatable. We stress
the need to develop virtual reality measures that
predict critical characteristics and qualities of virtual
reality systems.

If virtual body ownership and presence consti-
tute a common factor, the question arises, what this
factor is, and how it is defined. Our experiments did
not directly target to identify the nature of this factor.
Hence any answer given is speculative with respect
to our results. However, our outcomes stimulate a
general direction to discuss. Potential candidates for
a common factor could be believability or plausibility
or – more concrete – the subjective experience of an
alternative reality with all its implications caused by
the suspension of disbelieve.? ? Suspension of disbe-
lieve, in turn, is fostered by the immersive properties
of virtual reality to be inclusive, extensive, surround-
ing, and vivid.218 This would be in line with the
understanding of an overall sense of embodiment105

that anchors our experience in the sensory and actu-
atory connection to our real or virtual environment.

This hypothesis does not try to differentiate be-
tween virtual body ownership and presence but as-
sumes the body ownership illusion and the place
illusion to be facets of plausibility and hence believ-
ability; metaphorically speaking two sides of a coin.
After all, it seems odd and partly random to place
the demarcation line between the mental and the
physical/virtual world at the skin of one’s body. It
seems more congruent with the dichotomy of physi-
cal/virtual to see the body as the direct and closest
extension of the mental self into the physical or vir-
tual environment. Here, the characteristic of embod-
iment, if it is taking shape as a virtual or a physical
body, sets us into the spatial context of the physical
or virtual place this body is located at, finally con-
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tributing to the same experience of believability and
plausibility. These hypotheses are not empirically
backed-up by our results but inspired by its general
finding. They provide a potential explanation, a ba-
sis for further discussion, and to also motivate future
work.

5.5.1 Limitations

We did not induce agency in both experiments be-
sides the dynamic calculation o the first-person view.
The movements of participants did not affect the
virtual environment, except the head movements in
Experiment 1. Agency might reveal new aspects of
the interdependence of presence and virtual body
ownership.

We used one-item mid-immersion questions to
assess presence and virtual body ownership. There
are also other measurements. So far, however, there
is no consensus on how to define and measure both
constructs.214 One-item mid-immersion measures,
however, are a robust and straightforward approach
to operationalize the common denominator of most
definitions. One-item mid-immersion questions have
reasonable quality metrics.

5.5.2 Conclusion

We provide evidence that presence and virtual body
ownership constitute a common factor. To accept a
virtual environment as real means to accept a virtual
body representation in that environment as one’s
own body and vice versa. Without having a body,
one does not accept being in a virtual place. Hence,
existing measures of presence and virtual body own-
ership to a high degree measure the same experience.
To facilitate the use of virtual reality, we need to de-
fine concise measures that precisely, accurately, and
unambiguously measure and predict critical quali-
ties of VR systems, reducing any potential ambiguity,
fuzziness, or vagueness as much as possible.
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Summary

What was the research question?
Presence and virtual body ownership are established measures in virtual reality research. How do
they relate to each other?

What was already known about this topic?
Theoretical considerations suggest a relationship between both measures. Presence and virtual
body ownership, moreover, often correlate.

What did this study add to our knowledge?
Presence and virtual body ownership induce each other. Hence they constitute a common factor.

Why are these findings important?
A common factor allows for applying knowledge about one construct to the other. Understanding
the relationship of presence and virtual body ownership also contributes to the question of how to
evaluate the effectiveness of virtual reality systems. Measures of the effectiveness of virtual reality
systems are required to predict critical outcomes.
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Chapter 6

Virtual body ownership can arise for

anatomically implausible body

configurations

Abstract

Virtual and augmented reality interfaces can induce the illusion of virtual body ownership. Previ-
ous work showed that users adapt different body forms, even those with non-human anatomies.
So far, research suggested that anatomical positioning should be plausible in order to evoke virtual
body ownership. We show that the illusion of owning a virtual body can arise for anatomically
implausible bodies In a two-factorial repeated-measures experiment, we manipulated the anatomic
plausibility of a virtual body as well as the synchronicity of a visuotactile and visuomotor stimula-
tion. Participants reported higher virtual body ownership after synchronous stimulation compared
to asynchronous for both: the natural and the anatomically implausible body configuration. We
conclude that virtual body ownership can arise for anatomical implausible body parts. Semantic
constraints hence play a minor role in body ownership illusions. This finding extends the design
space for future user-embodying interfaces.
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6.1 Introduction

The feeling of owning one’s body helps distinguish
body parts from external objects.48,239 This sensation
determines the way how humans interact with their
environment. The feeling of owning a body, however,
is not static but arises from the integration of mul-
tisensory information.106 Humans integrate visual
and sensory information to determine what is part
of their own body. The manipulation of such sensory
information can alter the perception of the body and
induce the illusion that an inanimate object is part
of one’s body.23 Immersive interfaces provide such
multisensory information. Hence human-computer
interfaces can modify the perception of one’s body.

6.1.1 Virtual body ownership

Virtual reality provides a means to modify visual per-
ception and thus, the perception of the own body.
Virtual reality allows displaying a visual replacement
of one’s own body through avatars. Virtual body
ownership describes the impression that such a vir-
tual object is part of the perceiver’s body.220 This
impression arises from coherent multisensory infor-
mation. Synchronous visuotactile and visuomotor
stimulation induce virtual body ownership: visual
and tactile sensations that seemingly have the same
origin; and visual movements that correlate to body
movements.28 Applications that allow users to own a
virtual body provide novel means for psychotherapy,
training, and entertainment. Therefore, applications
aim to utilize body ownership to the full extent. But
to what extent can human-computer interfaces mod-
ify the perceived body?

6.1.2 Related work

Humans show remarkable flexibility in what they
accept as their body. For instance, people accept
bodies that appear in a different location.130 Vir-
tual body ownership can also arise for translated23

or scaled body parts.106,132 Furthermore, virtual
body ownership can arise for additional body parts
(e.g.,80,91,197,221) or partly removed body parts.201

These body parts, however, have anatomic plausibil-
ity: modified bodies only extend or reduce to the
existing body. We define anatomic implausible body
configurations, as configurations where body percep-
tions contradict visual information. This definition
does not include deviations that are caused by a spa-
tial inaccuracy (transformation, scaling) or by added

or removed body parts.
Previous studies suggested that virtual body own-

ership requires anatomic plausibility of the virtual
body.107,186 People rejected additional body parts
that were laterally incongruent or anatomically un-
aligned.80 Furthermore, people rejected a right hand
which experimenters stimulated synchronously to
the left hand.233 People also rejected a virtual foot
which experimenters stimulated synchronously to
the hand.80

The integration of visual and tactile stimulation,
however, does not rely on anatomic plausibility:
seeing a touch on one hand but feeling it on the
other hand induces the feeling that the first hand is
touched.173 This finding suggests that sensory inte-
gration is flexible to lateral body swapping. Sensory
integration, in turn, is responsible for virtual body
ownership. So we hypothesize that virtual body
ownership can arise in laterally displaced body con-
figurations. This configuration is not anatomically
plausible.

6.1.3 Agency

Agency is a concept, that is tightly related to virtual
body ownership.28 It describes the sensation to be
the single cause of a movement.41 In this study, we
use visuotactile and passive visuomotor stimulation
to induce virtual body ownership. During passive
visuomotor stimulation, experimenters moved the
body of participants while participants see a similar
moving object. This procedure can induce a sense
of agency over this object. Agency promotes virtual
body ownership (see Braun et al. 28 for a review).
It generalizes local sensations of virtual body own-
ership.234 Therefore, we understand agency as a
dimension of virtual body ownership, even though it
can arise independently.

6.1.4 Contribution

In this study, we show that virtual body ownership
can arise for anatomically implausible body con-
figurations. We conducted a two-factor repeated-
measures experiment with 56 undergraduate stu-
dents. We manipulated the anatomic plausibility of
a virtual body: participants saw a left and a right
hand in laterally swapped and in a natural position.
With the natural positions, we checked whether the
setup could induce the illusion. Furthermore, we
manipulated the temporal synchrony of visuotactile
and visuomotor stimulation of both hands. In both
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anatomical configurations, participants reported sig-
nificantly higher virtual body ownership if stimu-
lation happened synchronously compared to asyn-
chronous stimulation. We conclude that virtual body
ownership can arise for anatomically implausible
bodies. Hence, the flexibility of humans to accept
inanimate objects as their own bodies exceeds pre-
vious assumptions. People can accept virtual bodies
beyond anatomical plausibility. This finding extends
the design space of user-embodied interfaces for psy-
chotherapy, training, and entertainment.

6.2 Method

6.2.1 Participants

Undergraduate students (N = 56; 39 women) from
the University of Würzburg volunteered to partici-
pate in the experiment. The age of the participants
ranged from 18 to 34 years (M = 20.93, SD = 3.07).
All participants provided written informed consent
before participation. They received course credit for
participation. All reported normal or corrected-to-
normal vision and the absence of motor impairments.
Participants were naive regarding the hypotheses of
the experiment. The institutional ethics committee
approved this study.

6.2.2 Design and procedure

The experiment followed a counterbalanced
repeated-measures 2 ◊ 2 design. We manipulated
the factors anatomical body configuration (swapped
vs natural) and temporal synchrony of visuotactile
and visuomotor stimulation (synchronous vs asyn-
chronous). Participants completed each condition
once in a balanced, randomized order.

Participants sat in front of a table. They placed
their hands on hand rests and wore an immovable
head-mounted display with headphones. In each
condition, participants saw virtual representations of
their left and right hand and a virtual styrofoam ball.
The experimenter manually delivered visual-tactile
stimulation by stroking the index and middle finger
from the fingertips to the back of one hand with the
styrofoam ball. One stroke lasted approximately 500
to 1000 ms. The experimenter manually delivered
passive visuomotor stimulation by rotating one hand.
One rotation lasted approximately 1500 to 2000 ms
We stimulated both hands for 3 min each. We alter-
nated between visual-tactile and passive visuomotor

stimulation every 30 s. In the synchronous condi-
tion, the virtual styrofoam ball and the virtual hand
moved synchronously to their real counterparts. In
the asynchronous condition, the virtual styrofoam
ball and the virtual hand moved 5 s delayed. In the
swapped condition the virtual hands and the virtual
styrofoam ball appeared laterally swapped. In this
condition, the left hand appeared in place of the
right hand and vice versa. Afterward, we conducted
mid-immersion one-item virtual body ownership and
agency ratings with the headphones. Participants
removed the head-mounted display and completed a
questionnaire assessment of virtual-body ownership
and agency. Between the conditions, participants
rested for 5 min. Figure 6.1 illustrates the proce-
dure.

Figure 6.2: Apparatus. We presented visual stimuli in
a immovable head-mounted display. Participants placed
their hands on two hand rests. The experimenter delivered
visuotactile stimulation with a styrofoam ball attached to
a position sensor. The experimenter delivered visuomotor
stimulation by rotating the hand rests. Sensors tracked the
position of the hand rests. We presented Brownian noise
in headphones.

6.2.3 Apparatus

During the experiment, both hands of participants
rested on hand rests. The hand rests defined static
positions for each finger. The examiner could ro-
tate the hand rests around the wrist by 13 degrees
without touching the participant. Two position sen-
sors (HTC Vive Tracker) tracked the rotation angle
of the hand rests. The examiner could stroke the
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Figure 6.1: Procedure and stimuli. The experiment followed a repeated-measures 2 ◊ 2 design. In each condition,
participants received visuotactile and visuomotor stimulation. We stroked the hands of participants with a ball and
rotated their hands. Participants saw a virtual representation of their hands and the ball. The virtual objects moved either
synchronous or asynchronous to their real counterparts. Participants saw the virtual objects either in natural or in laterally
swapped position. After the stimulation, we assessed virtual body ownership and agency.

hand of the participant with a styrofoam ball. The
styrofoam ball had a diameter of 5 cm. A position
sensor (HTC Vive Controller) tracked the position of
the styrofoam ball. Participants looked through an
immovable head-mounted display (HTC Vive Head-
set). The static field of view comprised both hands
at a distance of 35 cm. An Intel i7 4.00 GHz, 16 GB
RAM computer with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080
Ti graphics card rendered stereoscopic images at
90 Hz. We implemented sensor data integration, vi-
sualization of the virtual environment, and response
registration in the Epic Games Unreal Engine 4.17.
We presented auditive stimuli with a headphone (Su-
perlux HD330). Figure 6.2 illustrates the apparatus.

6.2.4 Stimuli

Participants saw virtual representations of their left
and right hand. In the natural conditions, the vir-
tual hands appeared in the same position as the real
hands. In the swapped conditions, the virtual hands
appeared mirrored in the mid-sagittal plane, which
divides the left and right sides of the body. The vir-
tual left hand appeared in the place of the real right
hand and vice versa.

During visuotactile stimulation participants also
saw a virtual representation of the styrofoam ball.
In the natural conditions, the virtual styrofoam ball
appeared in the same position as the real styrofoam
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ball. In the swapped conditions the virtual styrofoam
ball appeared mirrored in the mid-sagittal plane.

In the synchronous conditions, the virtual styro-
foam ball and hands moved synchronously to their
real counterparts. In the asynchronous stimulation
conditions, we delayed the movements of the virtual
styrofoam ball and the virtual hand by 5 s. To neu-
tralize noises of the tactile or motoric stimulation
we presented Brownian auditive noise through the
headphones at 50 dB during the visuotactile and vi-
suomotor stimulation. A calibration measurement of
the system showed that the delay in the synchronous
conditions was below 40 ms. The threshold for de-
tecting visuomotor delays is above 100 ms.66,209,210

Figure 6.1 depicts the virtual stimuli.

6.2.5 Measures

In each condition, we assessed virtual body own-
ership and agency while participants still saw the
virtual hands. We presented auditive one-item mid-
immersion questions through the headphones. Par-
ticipants answered the following questions out loud
on a scale of 0 (not at all) to 10 (totally): “To what
extent do you have the feeling as if the virtual body
is your body?” (virtual body ownership, adapted
from Kalckert and Ehrsson 101) and “To what extent
do you have the feeling that the virtual body moves
just like you want it to as if it is obeying your will?”
(agency, adapted from Kalckert and Ehrsson 101).

In each condition, participants completed the
questionnaire for virtual body ownership by Roth 189

after exposure to the virtual environment. This ques-
tionnaire accesses three subscales of embodiement:
acceptance (covering the aspect of ownership percep-
tion), control (covering the aspect of agency percep-
tion), and change (covering the aspect of a perceived
change in the own body scheme).189 Items ranged
on a Lickert-scale from 0 (strongly disagree) to 6
(strongly agree).

6.2.6 Statistical analysis

We used two-tailed paired t-tests to compare mid-
immersion and questionnaire ratings. We compared
ratings between the synchronous and asynchronous
condition separately for both anatomical configura-
tions. Furthermore, we compared ratings between
both anatomical conditions for synchronous and
asynchronous stimulation. To achieve a global al-
pha level of 5%, we Bonferroni-Holm adjusted the
significance thresholds of the 20 tests for multiple

comparisons. We report Cohen’s d as a measure of
effect size. We used R 3.5.1179 to analyze the data.

6.3 Results

We examined whether virtual body ownership can
arise for anatomically implausibility body parts.
Therefore we applied visuotactile and visuomotor
stimulation on swapped hands. We manipulated the
temporal synchrony of the stimulation. To check if
the setup can induce virtual body ownership, we
applied the same procedure on unswapped hands.
Participants completed each condition in a balanced
randomized order. We assessed virtual body owner-
ship and agency at the end of each condition with
mid-immersion items and a questionnaire. As no
irregularities arose, we included the subjective rat-
ings of all 56 participants in the repeated measures
analysis. We applied Bonferroni-Holm adjustment to
control for multiple comparisons.

In the swapped conditions participants reported
significantly higher ratings if they received syn-
chronous compared to asynchronous stimulation, ex-
cept for change: they reported significant higher
mid-immersion virtual body ownership (t(55) =
3.88, p < .001, d = 0.52), mid-immersion agency
(t(55) = 6.08, p < .001, d = 0.81), acceptance
(t(55) = 4.79, p < .001, d = 0.64), control (t(55) =
5.99, p < .001, d = 0.80), but they did not re-
port significant differences for change (t(55) = 2.00,
p = .050). In the natural conditions participants re-
ported significantly higher ratings if they received
synchronous compared to asynchronous stimula-
tion, except for change: participants reported signifi-
cant higher mid-immersion virtual body ownership
(t(55) = 12.42, p < .001, d = 1.66), mid-immersion
agency (t(55) = 11.11, p < .001, d = 1.49), accep-
tance (t(55) = 10.79, p < .001, d = 1.44), control
(t(55) = 14.03, p < .001, d = 1.87), but they did
not report significant differences for change (t(55) =
2.31, p = .025). Participants reported higher rat-
ings in the natural compared to the swapped con-
dition if they received synchronous stimulation, ex-
cept for change: mid-immersion virtual body own-
ership (t(55) = ≠10.03, p < .001, d = 1.34),
mid-immersion agency (t(55) = ≠8.78, p < .001,
d = 1.17), acceptance (t(55) = ≠8.82, p < .001,
d = 1.18), control (t(55) = ≠10.29, p < .001,
d = 1.38), but they did not report significant dif-
ferences for change (t(55) = ≠1.25, p = .216). If
participants received asynchronous stimulation, they
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Figure 6.3: Results. Mean (+ SD) of mid-immersion and questionnaire ratings. The p-values indicate significant results
of Bonferroni-Holm adjusted mean comparisons. Cohen’s d values indicate effect sizes. Mid-immersion ratings range from
0 (not at all) to 10 (totally). Questionnaire ratings range from 0 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). Abbreviations:
***: p < .001, **: p < .01.

reported significant differences between the natu-
ral and the swapped conditions for mid-immersion
agency (t(55) = ≠3.15, p = .003, d = 0.42) and
control (t(55) = ≠3.41, p = .001, d = 0.46). If par-
ticipants received asynchronous stimulation, they
reported no significant differences between the natu-
ral and the swapped conditions for mid-immersion
virtual body ownership (t(55) = ≠2.35, p = .022),
acceptance (t(55) = ≠2.35, p = 0.022), and change
(t(55) = ≠0.34, p = .734). Figure 6.3 depicts the
mean comparisons.

6.4 Discussion

Previous studies suggest that virtual body own-
ership requires a virtual body with a plausible
anatomy.80,107,186,233 Virtual body ownership relies
on the perceptual binding of conflicting sensations.
Perceptual binding, however, can arise for implausi-
ble body configurations.173 They induced a feeling
of touch on one hand that happened on the other
hand. Referred sensation describes a tactile sensa-

tion that was induced somewhere other than where it
is felt.196 Hence, we examined if referred sensations
provide means to induce virtual body ownership of
anatomically implausible body configurations.

We examined whether virtual body ownership
can arise for swapped hands. Therefore, we con-
ducted a repeated-measures 2 ◊ 2 design with 56
undergraduate students. We manipulated the factors
anatomical body configuration (swapped vs natural)
and temporal synchrony of visuotactile and visuomo-
tor stimulation (synchronous vs asynchronous). We
compared the means of the different conditions. If
participants saw swapped hands, they reported sig-
nificantly higher virtual body ownership, agency, ac-
ceptance, and control in the synchronous compared
to the asynchronous condition. Hence, we induced
virtual body ownership of laterally swapped hands.
Sensory misinformation can exchange the represen-
tation of a body part with another. We conclude
that virtual body ownership can arise for anatomical
implausible body configurations.

In the natural condition synchronous stimulation
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induced higher virtual body ownership, agency, ac-
ceptance, and control compared to asynchronous
stimulation. Hence, the experimental setup provided
the intended manipulation. If participants received
synchronous stimulation, they reported significantly
higher ratings in these scales in the natural con-
dition compared to the swapped condition. Thus,
anatomical plausibility serves as a factor that moder-
ates virtual body ownership on a continuous scale.
Nonetheless, virtual body ownership arose also for
the anatomically implausible body configuration.

Riemer et al. 182 suggest that virtual body owner-
ship requires a congruent mapping between virtual
and real body parts. We applied congruent stimula-
tion for laterally mirrored visual stimuli. Our results
show that congruence comprises the stimulation in
a laterally mirrored body.

For all conditions, participants reported no dif-
ferences in change. Change measures the perceived
shape transformation of the body. Hence participants
perceived the form and appearance of their body as
stable. This result reflects the design of the experi-
ment. The virtual hands appeared colocated to the
real hands with the same size.

6.4.1 Limitations

The definition of anatomic implausibilty in our study
is informal. Scaling106,132 and translation23 of a
body also provide some degree of anatomic implau-
sibility. In line with previous studies,80,233 we, how-
ever, assume that laterally mirroring provides a trans-
formation with a high degree of anatomic implausi-
bility. Replacing hand representations requires ne-
glecting anatomic reasoning. Virtual body ownership
can arise for additional body parts.80,91,197 Such con-
figurations also provide a high degree of anatomic
implausibility. They, however, do not require altering
existing representations of the own body. Virtual
body ownership can arise for a hand that is con-
nected to a twisted arm.171 The hand, however, has
an anatomically plausible position. Future studies
need to define a taxonomy for body modifications to
explore the boundaries of body ownership.

Perceptual adaption provides an alternative ex-

planation of our results. People adapt motoric ac-
tions if the world appears left-right inverted.83,223

The adaption process, however, requires a few days
until people can move around and two weeks until
the new visual world appears normal to them (see
O’Regan and Noë 168 for a review). In our study,
participants experienced the inversed environment
twice for 7 min. Hence, we assume that such an
adaption process plays a minor role here. Future
studies might control for perceptual adaption by
swapping only specific parts of the body or envi-
ronment.

6.4.2 Conclusion

We show that virtual body ownership can arise for
swapped body parts. Our results extend previous
findings that demonstrate the flexibility of body rep-
resentations. This finding suggests that the cred-
ibility of visual information largely depends on its
synchronicity to movement and touch. Semantic con-
straints might play a minor role for Body Ownership.
We showed that within minutes people question as-
sumptions about the anatomy of their body. They ex-
perienced virtual body ownership of swapped hands,
an anatomically impossible configuration. Thus,
multisensory manipulations can change the basic
assumptions about one’s own body. This finding ex-
tends the design space for future user-embodying
interfaces in psychotherapy, training, and entertain-
ment.
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Summary

What was the research question?
How changeable is the perception of one’s own body?

What was already known about this topic?
Virtual body ownership can arise for translated or scaled virtual bodies. Virtual body ownership,
however, requires anatomical plausibility.

What did this study add to our knowledge?
Virtual body ownership can arise for a virtual body with laterally swapped hands. Hence, anatomi-
cal plausibility is not required for virtual body ownership. Semantic constraints might play a minor
role for virtual body ownership.

Why are these findings important?
Interactive systems induce multisensory manipulations that can change the perception of one’s
body beyond anatomical plausibility. This flexibility in self-perception can serve clinical applications
that modify body-environment interactions.
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Chapter 7

Self-organizing knowledge management

might improve the quality of

person-centered dementia care

Abstract

In institutional dementia care, person-centered care improves care processes and the quality of life
of residents. However, communication gaps impede the implementation of person-centered care
in favor of routinized care. We evaluated whether self-organizing knowledge management reduces
communication gaps and improves the quality of person-centered dementia care. We implemented
a self-organizing knowledge management system. Eight significant others of residents with severe
dementia and six professional caregivers used a mobile application for six months. We conducted
qualitative interviews and focus groups afterward. Participants reported that the system increased
the quality of person-centered care, reduced communication gaps, increased the task satisfaction of
caregivers and the wellbeing of significant others. Based on our findings, we develop the following
hypotheses: Self-organizing knowledge management might provide a promising tool to improve
the quality of person-centered care. It might reduce communication barriers that impede person-
centered care. It might allow transferring content-maintaining tasks from caregivers to significant
others. Such distribution of tasks, in turn, might be beneficial for both parties. Furthermore,
shared knowledge about situational features might guide person-centered interventions.
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7.1 Introduction

People with dementia have a lower quality of life
if they live in care homes, compared to living at
home.133 Residents of care homes have a substan-
tial need for psychosocial support.250 The standard
of delivering this support shifted from standardized
health care to person-centered care.118,254 Person-
centered care prioritizes the quality of life of resi-
dents.118,254 However, the implementation of person-
centered care is stagnant.58 Communication gaps
inhibit person-centered care.115 We propose to use
self-organizing knowledge management to fill these
gaps.

7.1.1 Person-centered care

Person-centered care emphasizes individual needs
of residents to maximize self-determination and
well-being.118,152 Person-centered care improves
the care processes and the quality of life of res-
idents.155,157,253 Health-care professionals under-
stand person-centered care as the most desirable
approach to provide psychosocial support.114,250

Person-centered care realizes commonly accepted
humanitarian and ethical values.57 Despite its
broad theoretical acceptance, the implementation
of person-centered care is often impeded, in favor
of routinized care.133 Such non-individualized pro-
cesses impede relationships between residents and
caregivers.77,153

7.1.2 Hurdles of person-centered care

Profit maximization in care institutions reduces ad-
ministrative support for person-centered care.129

Limited salary and training constrain the ability
of staff to provide person-centered care.254 Low-
cost policies lead to a decrease in staff numbers,
high annual turnover, and burnout rates in care
staff.248 They impede the development of attitudes,
stable relationships among staff and residents, and
work methods that are vital for person-centered
care.166 Economization of care furthermore fosters
a fragmentation of care professions35 and institu-
tions.38 This fragmentation limits the responsibility
for person-centered care to a small group.59 How-
ever, person-centered care includes the entire social
environment of the residents. Cost cuts restrict com-
munication between staff and residents, which often
consists only of instructions.133

Communication barriers are the main factors
impeding person-centered care.115 Fragmentation
of care professions obstructs information transfer.
Empathically answering to needs of residents re-
quires knowledge about their history, preferences,
routines, and behavioral patterns.115 Facility-wide
communication of this knowledge is critical for
person-centered care.115 However, this information
exchange often does not take place.115 Knowledge
transfer lacks openness, accuracy, timeliness, and sys-
tematics.115,203 Existing documentation systems lack
information required for person-centered care.31,94

Accessible information is often out-dated and too
time-consuming to read.115 Word of mouth tech-
niques often lack consistency, accuracy, and do not
propagate across different professions.115

7.1.3 Distributed cognition

The theory of distributed cognition89 can provide
a model for reducing the communication gap in
person-centered care. Knowledge of the preferences,
needs, and personality of the person with demen-
tia can facilitate person-centered care. Due to the
fragmentation of care, this knowledge, however, is
often distributed in small pieces among different
caregivers.115 Therefore, it is often difficult for care-
givers to obtain personal information about the res-
ident in time. Also, knowledge of supportive ways
to communicate with the person with dementia can
change rapidly over time as their condition evolves.
A task that relies on information that is distributed
in small pieces among individuals and that changes
dynamically over time can be formulated as a dis-
tributed cognition task.89 Thus, strategies for solv-
ing a distributed cognitive task might provide help
to reduce communication gaps in person-centered
care. In other domains, computer-mediated com-
munication proved to be a successful means of sup-
porting distributed cognitive tasks (e.g.,102). No-
tably, self-organizing knowledge management sys-
tems can support such distributed cognition tasks.96

Self-organizing knowledge management systems fos-
ter the emergence of shared knowledge and the ex-
change of knowledge between users. All users co-
operate and participate by adding and modifying
information. In this way, the system collects dis-
tributed information and enables all users to use this
information. In our case, users could use shared
knowledge to engage in personal and supportive in-
teractions with the person with dementia. In this
study, we evaluate how self-organizing knowledge
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management systems can facilitate person-centered
dementia care.

7.1.4 Information technology in

person-centered care

Information technology can support different aspects
of dementia care.117,127 Martins et al. 148 , for exam-
ple, used Facebook to exchange information among
caregivers and significant others. Foong et al. 65 used
information technology to facilitate communication
between volunteer caregivers. However, existing
technologies are not primarily designed to promote
meaningful personal relationships between residents
and caregivers. Also, systems to date do not address
the identified hurdles of person-centered care.

7.1.5 Research question

We explored how self-organizing knowledge manage-
ment affects the quality of person-centered care. We
analyzed the potential and limitations of a collabora-
tive communication system in a 6-month field study.
After the test period, we conducted in-depth and
focus-group interviews. We used the results to de-
velop hypotheses and perspectives for interventions
that might improve the quality of person-centered
dementia care.

7.2 Method

7.2.1 Terminology

The study took place in institutional dementia care
homes. We, therefore, use the term caregiver for
formal, professional caregivers who are employees
of the care homes and provide care services to the
persons with dementia. We use the term signifi-
cant other for people who are close to the respective
person with dementia (children or grandchildren,
spouse, and other relatives or friends).

7.2.2 Participants

We conducted the study in two german institutions
for people with severe dementia. We recruited sig-
nificant others of residents with severe dementia
on facility-wide information events. Eight residents,
eight significant others, and six caregivers partici-
pated in the study. All residents had severe demen-
tia. We combined proxy and process consent. We

obtained proxy informed consent from legal repre-
sentatives of all participating residents. To maximize
the ability of residents to participate in the decision
of research participation, however, we additionally
followed the model of process consent52: Before par-
ticipation, significant others decided if participation
reflected the values and preferences of the resident
and if he/she would enjoy participating in the study.
Caregivers and significant others then informed resi-
dents of their potential participation in the study in
a manner appropriate to their abilities and looked
for signs of assent or non-objection. Caregivers and
significant others assessed and verified ongoing con-
sent throughout the study: they continuously looked
for signs of refusal to participate in the study and,
if identifiable, ended participation. Caregivers and
significant others shared information relevant to the
well-being of the residents with each other. The
institutional ethics committee approved the study.

7.2.3 Intervention

CareShare is a collaborative communication system.
The cloud-based application provides browser in-
terfaces for mobile devices. CareShare aims to fa-
cilitate positive interactions between residents and
caregivers. It dynamically provides personal infor-
mation in a systematic and timely manner. It fosters
self-organization among professional caregivers and
significant others. The code is available as supple-
mentary material.

Fictional usage scenario

In the evening, the resident John wanders around
anxiously and restlessly. The caregiver Susi knows
the family of the resident well. She tries to reassure
John by talking to him about his beloved son. In the
conversation, Susi tells John that the son is doing
fine with the family business and that he already paid
off all debts, there is no need to worry about that.
This information brightens John up, and he calms
down. In order to communicate John’s reaction with
her colleagues, Susi opens CareShare on her mobile
device and creates a situation card for John (Figure
7.1). She describes the initial situation: “John wan-
ders around in the evening. He seems anxious and
restless.” Susi then adds heart openers to the situa-
tion card. The heart openers communicate the topics
that helped John to connect to Susi: “I love my son.”
and “I need to know I paid off my debts.” She uses
the messaging function to ask John’s family to add
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Figure 7.1: Screenshots of CareShare. A resident profile contains ordered situation cards (left). Situation cards link
to heart openers. Heart openers contain ordered and annotated media files (right). Media files link to associated heart
openers. Users can swap the position of situation cards, heart openers, and media files with their neighbors by touching
the thumb up or down buttons. Users can edit content by touching the adjacent pencil button. Sample photos by Stephen
Lustig, Ferenc Horvath, and Bobby Rodriguezz on Unsplash.

pictures to these heart openers. The next day, family
members add pictures to the new heart openers: pic-
tures of John’s son and grandchildren, and pictures
from the well-working family business. They use the
annotation function to describe what the pictures
show and add relevant information from John’s past.
The other evening John again seems anxious and
restless. Sam, a new caregiver, who does not know
John, opens Susi’s situation card in CareShare. He
succeeds in engaging John in a warm conversation
about John’s family business. The proud and happy
John tells stories about his business while they both
discover the pictures and annotations in CareShare.

Knowledge retrieval

Person-centered care emerges from situation-specific
individualized micro interventions.14 The impact of
such supportive interventions depends on their fit to
the situation.8 The data structure of CareShare aims
to link situations to matching conversational topics

that can guide supportive interventions. CareShare
organizes information in an ordered tree structure
(see Figure 7.2). When opening CareShare, autho-
rized users access an individualized list of residents.
Each resident profile comprises a list of situation
cards and a group chat for associated caregivers and
significant others (see Figure 7.1). The order of sit-
uation cards encodes their relevance for previous
users. Situation cards have a textual description that
summarizes observable cues of situations that benefit
from person-centered micro-interventions.

Situation cards link to so-called heart openers.
Heart openers provide conversational topics for in-
dividualized micro-interventions. Supportive micro-
interventions increase the well-being of residents
and decrease time pressure and job dissatisfaction
among staff members.14 Heart openers label emo-
tional topics that are significant to the resident.
These topics guide and enrich communication with
residents. In this way, heart openers aim to foster per-
sonalized, meaningful interaction. The phrasing of
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Situation Cards
Brief textual 
descriptions

Heart Openers
“I am …” “I love …” 
“I need …”

Media Files
Annotated images, 
videos

Resident Profile

1 2 n…

1 2 n…

1 2 n…

1 2 n…

Ordered lists

Figure 7.2: Data structure of CareShare. Resident profiles link to an ordered list of situation cards. Each situation card
links to an ordered list of heart openers. Each heart opener links to an ordered list of annotated media files. Each media
file links to an ordered list of heart openers. Users edit content and modify the ordering in each list. Sample photos by
Stephen Lustig, Ferenc Horvath, and Bobby Rodriguezz on Unsplash.

heart openers is restricted to three predefined begin-
nings: “I am . . . ” for themes that stabilize a positive
sense of the person’s own identity; “I love . . . ” to
indicate relationships and preference; “I need . . . ”
to express needs and motives. This restriction en-
sures that heart openers reflect topics of identity,
relationships, and needs: central values of human-
istic therapies. The order of heart openers within
a situation card encodes their prior effectiveness in
the situation.

Each heart opener links to media files: images,
videos, music, or texts. These media files facilitate
communication about the heart opener and inspire
engaging interactions. Annotations provide context
information for the files. The order of media files
within a heart opener encodes their prior effective-
ness. Additionally, each file links to heart openers
that are relevant to the file. This listing allows the
user to access further heart openers that are associ-
ated with the corresponding media file. The order of
this list of heart openers encodes their significance
to the file.

Knowledge creation

The system aims to foster the emergence of knowl-
edge through collaboration. Users can freely edit,
create, and enrich content entities. Self-organizing
systems require interpretations not to be comprehen-

sive, complete, or precise to allow dynamic emer-
gence over time.21 The system distributes tasks to
specialized individuals. Staff members integrate out-
come information of interventions. Significant others
enrich this information with personal material. Such
collaboration improves the quality of the content.74

Sharing outcome information about interven-
tions improves the quality of person-centered care.14

Users incorporate feedback about the effectiveness
of content. Self-organization is highly feedback-
driven.74 Users linearly sort the content of situation
cards, heart openers, and files by relevance. Users
perform sorting by swapping adjacent items. This
bubble-sort approach requires a low cognitive load.
Users can anticipate the effect of each sorting action.

Knowledge transfer

The system facilitates the flow of information and
mutual awareness. These processes foster self-
organization.21 The system displays information in a
compressed and concise form. Previous effectiveness
determines the order of content. The system informs
users about actions with an email notification system.
For each resident profile, authorized users manage
the access of other users of the resident information.
The system allows for instant messaging between
users.
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7.2.4 Procedure

Professional caregivers and significant others used
CareShare for six months. They freely chose how
and when to use the system. Caregivers received
tablet computers to access CareShare. We provided
technical support.

7.2.5 Data collection

We conducted semi-structured in-depth telephone
interviews after the six-month intervention period.
The telephone interviews took between 30 and 60
min. Subsequently, we conducted semistructured
focus groups159 in each facility. The focus groups
included all participating significant others and pro-
fessional caregivers. Group interviews encourage
participation from people who are reluctant to be
interviewed or feel they have nothing to say.111 We
aimed at identifying the effectiveness and costs of
the intervention.

7.2.6 Analysis

We audio-recorded and transcribed all interviews
and focus groups. We anonymized transcripts and
checked them for accuracy. We used thematic analy-
sis175 to identify themes inductively.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Person centeredness

Caregivers and significant others reported that Care-
Share increased personal communication with resi-
dents. Caregivers perceived an increase in the well-
being of the residents after using CareShare.

“I heard your mother talking a lot more
after I used CareShare with her. That
was really amazing. There is a chain re-
action [...] she became very eloquent
again, which she usually is not.”

Caregivers and significant others reported that inter-
action often became more emotionally engaging.

“My mother comes out from behind her
curtain. You don’t notice anything of the
dementia anymore; she comes out com-
pletely.”

Caregivers reported that CareShare promoted rela-
tionship building. The information model facilitated
personal communication. Heart openers helped elicit
positive emotions.

“With heart openers we are very close
to the people. Since the relatives are
directly giving us the information, the
patients react a lot more to what we say.”

Caregivers expressed that the individualized infor-
mation proved helpful.

“CareShare helps me relate to a signif-
icant part of the resident’s life that we
would not know and have not experi-
enced.”

They indicated the importance of situated personal
information for connecting to residents. Caregivers
reported that CareShare helped provide a more com-
prehensive picture of the resident’s personality.

“[One part of the personality] is not ac-
cessible. And with the heart opener, we
get access to this hidden part. And that
is person centering that I do not reduce
people to their shortcomings and illness,
but that I see them as wholes.”

Caregivers and significant others reported that resi-
dents responded positively to the system.

“She said ‘I want one [tablet] like this,
then I can always look at it.’ Because it
reflects her memory [...] that she other-
wise finds hard to get hold of.”

7.3.2 Bridging the communication gap

Caregivers and significant others indicated that Care-
Share helped them foster cooperation. They pursued
a common goal that directly affected the well-being
of residents.

“CareShare enables a role change of rel-
atives and employees: doing things to-
gether makes an incredible difference for
the quality of the relationship.”

Caregivers indicated that the quality of accessible
information increased. Significant others put delib-
erate effort into creating high-quality content.

“I think distance creates closeness: with a
little distance, completely different asso-
ciations are awakened at home, different
ideas are developed.”
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Significant others developed more trust in caregivers.

“There is a great deal of turnover. Em-
ployees come and go. They don’t really
know my mother. On admission, we
were also asked about my mother’s bi-
ography. But that was just done once
and never updated again. That’s why I
find CareShare’s ability to update or add
new information very important.”

7.3.3 Task satisfaction

Caregivers reported that CareShare increased self-
efficacy and reduced helplessness.

“From the information, we could derive
very clear instructions to act, which was
quite easy to implement. It was also very
nice to see that relatives had quite con-
crete ideas. That was really good for the
residents.”

“It compensates the experienced helpless-
ness. [...] You are on the same level
because you look at things together and
open up to them.”

Caregivers reported that CareShare helped them in
building a relationship with the residents.

“CareShare helped gain the trust of the
patients; I was very close to them. [...]
I got to know some people a lot better
because of CareShare.”

Caretakers expressed that CareShare reduces per-
ceived task pressure. A larger group shared the re-
sponsibility for the content.

“Someone else is responsible for the con-
tent. That makes it easier for me as an
employee. It takes away a lot of pres-
sure.”

CareShare helped new employees get acquainted
with residents.

“With CareShare, we have a tool in our
hands that helps us train new employ-
ees.”

7.3.4 Well-being of significant others

Significant others indicated that with CareShare they
were an active part of the care process.

“CareShare enables me to actively take
part in the treatment. [...] This is a lot
different from what I could do during
a normal meeting with the caretaking
staff.”

Significant others reported that CareShare strength-
ened their subjective feeling of connection with the
residents. The significant others expressed that they
integrate the care process into their everyday life,
even if they live far away.

“Care Share is like a treasure chest for
me. This makes it easier for me to in-
teract with my mother. [...] That was
the first time that I really thought about
her [...] that was really cool, that I could
help her like that.”

Significant others expressed more confidence that
the residents are treated well.

“It is very positive to know that there are
nurses who can deal with my mother’s
topics. Because they have an excellent
tool in hand which stores personal infor-
mation.”

7.3.5 Criticism

Participants stress that access to information is not
sufficient to guide interaction. A Caregiver reported
that knowledge can lead to mistrust in the residents:

“The other side, however, is that we com-
municate behind the back of the resident.
[...] The patient then asks ‘How do they
know that?’ In the beginning, there is
a certain mistrust. [...] At the moment
I get all the information at my disposal,
but how can I use it concretely and let it
flow in?”

Participants expressed the concern that emo-
tional activation could also induce restlessness:

“Talking to my father about these times
almost caused nervousness because of
his still existing curiosity, liveliness and
restlessness. He wanted to go and play
tennis, for example, as he had seen in
the photos.”
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Caregivers and significant others underlined the
need for a notification system. They suggested a
notification system that communicates with the soft-
ware they use in their daily routine.

“I see the problem in the fact that the
system must be operated actively in ev-
eryday life.”

System uptake required training and information.

“And at first it was too stupid for me be-
cause I didn’t know what to do. But then
I understood it and was able to incorpo-
rate what I wanted to say.”

Significant others and Caregivers were concerned
about data privacy and access management. Partic-
ipants asked for a compromise between restricted
access and flexibility.

“For me it is very important that I know
exactly who gets the information and
who has access.”

7.4 Discussion

The goal of this field study was to develop hypotheses
on how to facilitate person-centered care in dementia
care homes. We observed the use of a self-organizing
knowledge-management system intended to fill com-
munication gaps that might impede person-centered
care.115 We designed the system to enhance posi-
tive interactions between residents and professional
caregivers and to facilitate cooperation between pro-
fessional caregivers and significant others.

7.4.1 Main findings

Caregivers and significant others reported that
CareShare facilitated personal communication and
helped to engage in conversation with residents emo-
tionally. Such communication, in turn, promoted
relationship building. Caregivers reported that the
application helped to provide a more comprehen-
sive picture of the resident’s personality. These re-
ports are in line with the assumption that empathi-
cally responding to the needs of residents requires
knowledge about their personal lives.115 Our reports
strengthen the hypothesis that such knowledge facili-
tates person-centered care. Scaffolding describes the
provision structure, guidance, and encouragement

in person-centered care.5 A requirement for scaffold-
ing is joint attention between the communication
partners and a joint decision-making process.5 Our
results support the hypothesis that self-organizing
knowledge-management can provide means to facili-
tate scaffolding during communication.

Caregivers and significant others also reported
that CareShare helped to foster cooperation and
increased mutual trust among themselves. These
reports support the hypothesis that the quality of
facility-wide communication and the openness and
accuracy of available information is a critical require-
ment for institutional person-centered care.115,203

The reports are in line with the assumption that
person-centered care is a distributed cognition task
that benefits from dynamic systems to facilitate coor-
dination among group members.89

Caregivers reported that CareShare increased
staff self-efficacy and reduced helplessness when in-
teracting with residents. Significant others reported
that CareShare increased their felt connectedness
with the residents and their confidence that the resi-
dents are treated well.

Participants, however, also reported challenges
in the usage of information technology in person-
centered care. Emotion activation, in some cases,
could lead to restlessness in residents, and knowl-
edge about their personal lives lead to mistrust. Sys-
tem uptake furthermore required training and infor-
mation. Participants also underlined the importance
of data security when handling the data of residents.

7.4.2 Possible implications for practice

The distributed cognition perspective might pro-

vide a means of reducing hurdles in person-

centered care

Critical knowledge for person-centered care is of-
ten not available for caregivers.115 It is distributed
over different significant others and caregivers.
Hence person-centered care poses a distributed cog-
nition problem.89 Traditional documentation tech-
niques do not solve this distributed cognition prob-
lem.115 Based on our results, we hypothesis that
self-organizing knowledge management is effective
when applied in person-centered care. We propose
to further investigate in decentralizing information
organization in dementia care homes. Caregivers
and significant others can contribute in their spe-
cific domain of expertise. We propose encouraging
contributions in small increments. We assume that
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the knowledge base needs to allow permanent mod-
ifications to reflect changing conditions. To date,
traditional centralized means mainly remain static
or costly to change.

Transfering content-maintaining tasks from care-

givers to significant others might be beneficial

for both

Self-organizing systems can transfer tasks from care-
givers to significant others. These tasks include cre-
ating, updating, and ordering information. This tran-
sition decreases the workload of caregivers. It in-
tegrates significant others in the care process. Our
results support the hypothesis that this integration in-
creases the well-being of significant others and their
sense of connectedness to the resident. Mutual trust
and reciprocity seem to constitute critical require-
ments for collaboration among significant others and
caregivers.6 Based on our results, we hypothesis that
collaborative efforts of caregivers and significant oth-
ers can improve the quality of a shared knowledge
base. We assume that a high-quality knowledge base,
in turn, facilitates person-centered care. This as-
sumption is in line with the observation that com-
munication between significant others and staff fa-
cilitates care that honors the unique perspectives,
values, and needs of each resident.20 We observed
that providing tools for collaboration can be benefi-
cial for caregivers, significant others, and residents.

Situational features might guide person-

centered interventions

Caregivers require information on a timely basis.
During an interaction, caregivers have limited time
to search and filter information. Hence, informa-
tion has to match the current needs of the residents.
These needs relate to objective situational factors
as well as to the emotional state of the resident.
Based on our results, we hypothesis that proving
information about current needs is feasible with a
minimalistic data structure: situational features link
to emotional themes. Such data can encode col-
lective, previous experiences and can dynamically
accumulate experiences of caregivers and significant
others. To date, traditional documentation systems
do not provide such information.

7.4.3 Limitations

Participants volunteered to share their experiences.
Opinions of the self-selected sample do not neces-

sarily generalize to other significant others or care-
givers. The sample may overrepresent a population
for which collaboration among significant others and
caregivers is a priority. Nevertheless, the acceptance
of our approach in this limited sample motivates the
study of the broader transferability of the hypotheses
generated.

We conducted interviews after the 6-month in-
tervention period. We did not collect immediate
feedback during the intervention. Feedback thus
could be subject to positivity bias: participants may
have favored positive over negatives memories. Par-
ticipants also might have attributed events to the
intervention by coincidence. However, long-term
commitment is crucial for the success of an inter-
vention. We assume that our results reflect critical
long-term effects.

We did not compare outcomes between differ-
ent approaches. However, our results strengthen
the hypothesis that self-organizing knowledge man-
agement qualifies to improve the quality of person-
centered care. Comparative designs need to test this
hypothesis.

7.4.4 Conclusion

Based on our findings, we hypothesis that self-
organizing knowledge management presents an op-
portunity for reducing communication gaps in de-
mentia care homes. Ekman et al.58 propose rou-
tines that initiate, integrate, and safeguard person-
centered care in daily clinical practice. “The reg-
istration of residents’ preferences, beliefs, and val-
ues must be considered equally mandatory as clin-
ical and lab findings.”58 We hypothesis that self-
organizing knowledge management systems such as
CareShare can assist in facilitating person-centered
care. Such systems might assist in reducing the com-
munication gaps in care settings, to increase the task
satisfaction of staff, and the wellbeing of significant
others. Based on our results, we hypothesis that
such knowledge organization improves the quality
of person-centered care. We hypothesis that self-
organizing knowledge management systems provide
the means to individualize dementia care in a con-
text of increasing fragmentation and economization
of care.
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Summary

What was the research question?
How can information technology improve the quality of person-centered dementia care?

What was already known about this topic?
Communication gaps impede the implementation of person-centered care in favor of routinized
care. Self-organizing knowledge management can facilitate information flow.

What did this study add to our knowledge?
Self-organizing knowledge management provides a promising tool to improve the quality of
person-centered care. It can reduce communication barriers that impede person-centered care.
Transferring content-maintaining tasks from caregivers to relatives is beneficial for both parties.
Shared knowledge about situational features facilitates person-centered interventions.

Why are these findings important?
Computer-supported communication flow can increase the effectiveness of clinical interventions.
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